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RESULTS
(With 99 percent of the
nation's precincts reporting):

By JOHN KING

to begin in earnest the search for
a Cabinet and a White House
staff for the first Democratic
administration in 12 years.
"I'm sure there'll be
announcements later this week,"
campaign chairman Mickey Kantor told CBS. Asked whether they
would include Cabinet choices,
Kantor replied, "I'm not going to
jump the gun."
"We will seek the best and
most able and most committed
people throughout this country to
be a part of our team," Clinton
pledged, promising to consider
Republicans and independents as

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Mostly cloudy and colder
tonight. Low in the lower 30s.
Northwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Becoming partly sunny and
cold tomorrow. High near 45.

gressional races, but antiincumbent sentiment was not as
widespread as some had
predicted.
As the sun came up today,
America's Election Day verdict
was all but complete.
Nearly 100 million Americans
voted, the largest number in history. The turnout, expected to be
about 55 percent of those eligible, was up sharply from 1988
when barely 50 percent cast
ballots.
Clinton had 43 percent of the
II TURN TO PAGE 10

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger A Tirtuts photo

Precinct worker Estelle Shelton helps Sara Oliver sign in to vote Tuesday at Murray City Hall,

Tom Barlow wins Congressional seat
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.2, -0.2; below 302.8, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
355.2, -0.3; below 306.4, -0.9

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

from President Clinton," said
Senate Republican leader Bob
Dole of Kansas.
Vice President Dan Quayle
conceded that Clinton ran a better
campaign than the Republicans.
"The two words that cost the
Republicans the election — the
economy and the campaign,"
said Quayle on ABC. "Bill Clinton ran a much better campaign
and the economy wasn't good."
Unlike Bush, Clinton will work
with a Congress of his own party,
ending a dozen years of divided
government. Women and minorities made dramatic gains in con-

reported heavy turnouts. Of the
four precincts surveyed between
3:30 and 4 p.m. Tuesday, all
reported more than 50 percent
voter participation. Midways
78.7 percent turnout was the
highest, followed by Calloway
High's 60.4 percent. Murray No.
2 reported 55.5 percent and Murray No. 1 reported 50.5 percent.
Alvis Jones, Murray No. 2 precinct clerk, said Tuesday's turnout was the highest he'd ever
seen.
"There's more interest than
ever. I think a lot has to do with
the fact that western Kentucky
has drawn both presidential candidates. A combination of several
things has stimulated great interest," he said.
Jones said from 9 to 11 a.m.,

More Calloway County voters
chose to go the polls Tuesday
than in the past two presidential
elections.
Although the number of registered voters was slightly higher
in 1988, a greater percentage
went-to the polls this year. Of the
• 18,158 registered for Tuesday's
election, 13,153, or 72 percent,
voted. That figure is almost 10
percent more than the 62.3 percent in 1988 and is also higher
than the 67.1 percent turnout in
1984.
George Bush
In 1988, 18,758 were regis37,929,665 (38 percent);
won 18 states with 168 electered, but only 11,689 voted,
toral votes
which accounts for the 5 percent
increase over 1984 figures.
Even before voting ended
FORECAST
Tuesday, many precincts had • TURN TO PAGE 2

MISS YOUR PAPER?

well as Democrats. "The American people have voted to make a
new beginning."
His first priority: an economic
stimulus package; anchored by
road, bridge and other projects
designed to create jobs quickly.
Clinton also promised legislation
providing health care for all
Americans within 100 days, and
pledged -to push quickly for a
family leave law, and campaign
finance reform.
But a partisan cloud quickly
popped up on his horizon. "We'll
be in a strong position to block
some of the awful legislation ...

County sees 72
percent turnout
By CYRUS AFZALI
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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Clinton promises'new direction'
President-elect Bill Clinton
today promised "the new blood,
the new direction" to change
America, casting his victory over
President Bush as a mandate for a
fresh economic course. He moved
quickly to shape a Clinton administration and the 100-day agenda
he will submit to a new-look
Democratic Congress.
Promising to deal swiftly with
the shaky economy that turned
voters against Bush, Clinton was
meeting with his transition team

INDEX
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AP Political Writer

BIII Clinton
43,472,628 (43 percent);
won 32 states and the District of Columbia with 370
electoral votes.

Min

TOM BARLOW

Before 7 p.m. Tuesday, the
Associated Press had already projected Democrat Tom Barlow the
winner of the First District congressional race.
Barlow, of Paducah, got 60
percent of the vote with 127,968.
His opponent, Republican Steve
Hamrick of Hopkinsville ended

the evening with 82,853 votes (39
percent).
Reform Party candidate Marvin
Seat of Fulton had 946 votes.
Although Hamrick is a native
of Murray, Barlow carried Calloway County, 6,175 to 5,608. Seat
received 48 votes.
In his home county of
McCracken, Barlow received
15,366 votes to Hamrick's 9,948.
Hamrick won his home Christ-

ian County, 7,979 to Barlow's
6,835. It, was one of eight counties in the 31-county district carried by Hamrick.
-Barlow won Seat's home county of Fulton with 1,828 votes.
Hamrick got 719 and Seat 93.
Barlow was criticized by local
Democratic leaders for giving
Hamrick exposure by proposing
debates in each of the First District's 31 Counties.

He said that if the debates hurt
him, it was a liability he was
willing to live with.
,"I think the criticism came
because they did not realize that
the People want person to person
contact with their candidates.
Now I have those same critics
coming up to me and telling me
that I did the right thing," Barlow
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Wendell Ford easily wins fourth term
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — U.S.
Sen. Wendell .Ford, a pillar of
Kentucky politics for more than
20 years, easily won a fourth
term and played down reports
that it might be his last.
Ford defeated state Sen. David
Williams, whom Republicans had
hoped would mount the first credible challenge for the seat since

Ford, as governor, ousted GOP
Sen. Marlow Cook in 1974.
With 100 percent of the state's
3,289 precincts reporting, the
unofficial totals were:
Ford, 834,678 — 63 percent
Williams, 477,002 — 36
percent
James Ridenour, the Libertarian candidate, received 17,366,
or 1 percent.
Ford, 68, of Owensboro, used
his position as the Senate's

second-ranking Democrat to rake match Alben Barkley's Kentucky
in millionsf dollars to fund a record-winning four consecutive
campaign that largely ignored elections of the Senate. Ford also
Williams and instead focused on said Tuesday night that the race
"might not be his last.
Ford's accomplishments.
"I haven't made any kind of
"I hope the money wasn't all
(The media) has.
announcement.
of it," Ford said. "I hope the
people have approved of what I think 24 years is a good tenure
I've been doing in the Senate. I in office. On the other hand, I
think the margin of victory think it depends on how fit you
showed my win wasn't all are and how you feel mentally.
And I'm doing just fine," Ford
money."
The victory allowed Ford to • TURN TO PAGE 2

SEN. WENDELL FORD

MAN ON THE STREET

What was the main issuefor you in today's election?

Voters approve

• • • •

two amendments

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-nobn Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please—check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
Snd specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

GEORGE CHAPMAN
I've voted in every presidential
election since 1956 and it doesn't
take a special issue to get me out
to vote.

JOHN SPANGLER
We need a change in this country. For the past few years the
economy has been stagnant and
we need a change, for the better,
I hope.

JAN TABERS
I was concerned about education because we have children in
the Murray school system. I was
also concerned about the
economy"

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky voters Tuesday freed
future governors from a centuryold constitutional ban against
seeking a second consecutive
term, approving a proposal
backed by a lineup of political
and sports 'notables.
Another ballot issue to legalize
charitable gaming breezed to victory, but voters defeated a third
proposed constitutional amendment that would have reorganized
government by trimming the
number of elected statewide
-offices.
Amendment 2's main provision
BEN CRENSHAW
would allow future governors and
ther statewide elected officials
i just think we need a large
to run for re-election, beginning.
economic swing. The economy of
with those elected in 1995.
this country is in bad shape.
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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FINISHING TOUCHES

II Voters approve two...
FROM PAGE 1
"People will be able to give a
good administration four additional years or kick out a bad
administration," said Gov. Brereton Jones, who assembled a broad
coalition behind the amendment.
"This is a major change."
With the amendment's passage,
Jones will become the last Kentucky governor not be allowed to
run for re-election.
Diana Taylor, Jones' chief of
staff who led the governor's push
for the amendment, called the
outcome "a wonderful, progressive step_for Kentucky."
The amendment also would
abolish the office of superintendent of public instruction, and

,allow the General Assembly
authority to confirm a host of
gubernatorial appointments.
A key opponent of the succession and governmental reorganization questions was the man
who will become the last superintendent of public instruction,
John Stephenson. The reorganization proposal also sought to abolish the superintendent's job,
which was stripped of its duties
by the legislature and transferred
to an appointed commissioner of
education.
Voters gave an emphatic
thumbs-down to the government
reorganization proposal —
Amendment 3. That measure
would have made the offices of

sedretary of state, treasurer and
commissioner of agriculture
appointive rather than elective. It
also would have abolished the
Railroad Commission.
"While we're disappointed, it
reflects Kentucky's interest in
retaining their vote on these
statewide offices," said Taylor,
co-chairman of "Vote Yes For
Change," an umbrella organization for a cross-section of
influential groups that supported
Amendments 2 and 3.
"While we think this change
would be a progressive one for
the state, we certainly understand
the people have spoken strongly
on that issue," she said.

•

II County sees 72 percent...
FROM PAGE 1
there were approximately 25 people in lines waiting to vote.
Jo Dortch, precinct Clerk of the
Calloway High district, said 100
people voted in the first hour
Tuesday.
"It's the highest turnout we've
ever had since I've been working,
but this is my first presidential
election. I think more young people are voting," she said.
—

Desiree McGehee, Murray No.
1 precinct clerk, said voting was
extremely heavy during the noon
lunch hour.
"It's higher today than it's
been in quite a while. In some
past races, voters had just quit
coming. We had our biggest
crowd during the lunch hour, but
there were only very short lines,"
she said.
Hewlett Cooper, Midway pre-

`•••••.)

CYRUS AFIALI/Ledger A Times photo

Members of the Calloway County Board of Elections certified the results of Tuesday's election after
both city and county precincts were tabulated. From left: Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams,
Z.C. Enix, Calloway County Clerk Teresa Rushing and Hardiman Miller.

Incumbent chairmen return to school boards

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

wigglY

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger A Times Staff Writer
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Pick 3
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Cash Five
4-5-14-29-34

Shell

cinct clerk, said several voters
wbo were transferred from the
Hazel precinct did not appear on
the registration lists which did
cause a few problems.
"We've not really had a back=
log except with people who are
supposed to vote here and
couldn't. There haven't been any
big problems because we've been
able to get things straightened
out," he said.

A

Two incumbents who are serving as chairmen of their respective school_ boards were reelected to their seats Tuesday.
They are Sally Alexander to
the Murray Independent school
board and Rick Murdock to the
Calloway County school board.
Six candidates were seeking
election to two Murray board
seats. Dr. Richard Crouch, a former board member, was the other
successful candidate for the city
board.
Incumbeftt Annette Haneline
was seeking election after being

Announcing...

appointed to fill the seat left vacant by Sid Easley who resigned
to accept appointment to the
Murray State University board of
regents. She ran third in the race.
In the Murray school board
race, Alexander received 1,965
votes; Crouch, 1,577 votes;
Haneline, 1,316 votes; Robert
Lee, 762 votes; Edward Davis,
589 votes; and David Poynor,
488 votes.
Alexander is completing her
first four-year term. She had previously served as vice chairman.
"I think the next four years
will be an exciting time for us.
We will be implementing the
mandates of the Kentucky Educa-

tion Reform Act, as well as
beginning a new renovation project in the spring.
"It is also exciting working
with W.A. Franklin, our new
superintendent," Alexander said.
Concerning the KERA establishment of site-based councils:'
Alexander said she does not see
the councils as a loss of power
for school boards.
"To me the school system is
not power. That's not why I do it.
I enjoy and care about the system. With parents and teachers
serving on the councils, the power is with the people most
affected by decisions,". she said.

Amendments:

News of the World

Optometrist
has relocated his office
from
Southside Shopping Center
to

312 N. 12th St.
(next to West Ky. RECC)

753-4576

Computer Technology Can
Now Help You Hear!

WASHINGTON — A presidential commission on women in the military
ended months of contentious debate by concluding that women should not
fight on land or in the air but could serve on some warships. The nine men
and six women on the Commission on the Assignment of Women in the
Armed Forces also urged special consideration for single parents in the military and rejected inclusion of women in any future national draft. The board,
which has until Nov. 15 to present its findings to President Bush, concluded
its hearings Tuesday with a walkout by opponents of women in combat. "I
hate to think these past nine months have been for nothing," said Army
Capt. Mary M. Finch, a West Point graduate trained to fly helicopters and
the leading supporter for a greater role for women. "I didn't know whether to
laugh or cry" when "ultraconservatives" engineered an 8-7 vote to continue
barring women from air combat missions, she said.

LINKING TREATMENT, INSURANCE STATUS
CHICAGO — People without insurance suffer negligent medical injuries in
hospitals more than twice as often as insured patients — perhaps because
they are more apt to take routine problems to emergency rooms, a study
says. The study in today's issue of The Journal of the American Medical
Association is the first to directly link inferior treatment to insurance status,
its authors said. One possible explanation is that uninsured people tend to,
lack regular medical care and to take,ordinary problems to emergency
rooms, where treatment is accelerated and mistakes are more common,
researchers said. Also, hospitals may be reluctant to admit uninsured
patients, turning them away despite serious health problems, they said.

HUNTING AND ANIMAL SACRIFICES
WASHINGTON— Should the law view animal sacrifices as it does hunting?
And are such sacrifices protected religious expression? A religious group is
asking the Supreme Court to decide if the Constitution's religious freedoms
include the right to sacrifice animals in church rituals. Members of the group
say officials in Hialeah, Fla. unfairly targeted their beliefs by banning animal
sacrifices while allowing other
' animal killings, such as hunting. After hearing
arguments today, the court was expected to decide the case by July. Its
ruling could provide new guidelines for religious freedom that also could
affect mainstream denominations. Hialeah, a suburb of Miami, enacted ordinances in 1987 to ban animal sacrifices after the Church of Lukumi Babalti
Aye leased an abandoned car lot and announced plans to open a Santeria
church.

Local News Roundup
MAN CHARGED ON COURT SUMMONS

Daniel E. Weinfeld, 1303 Valleywood, Was charged on a Calloway District
Court summons with indecent exposure. The alleged incident took place on
Miller Avenue.

WOMAN CHARGED WITH VIOLATING ORDER
Deborah Gay Broach, 1104 Mullberry, was charged with contempt of
Friday after allegedly violating a provision in a court order.
11111111-411
11.1114111‘....
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Let us custom-fit you with the new INFINITIrm
programmable hearing instrument from Siemens
and experience:
• Clear, precise sound quality
• Small, discreet, hearing instruments
• Convenient, personalized service
30 Day Trial Offer

Call-us for a FREE Hearing Consultation:

AUDIOLOGY
SERVICES III
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court

FIREMEN CALLED TO VEHICLE BLAZE

Start hearing and understanding! New,
affordable, programmable technology is the latest
advancement in hearing! Now, new computer chips
are precisely programmed in your hearing instrument
to meet your needs better!

502_759_4E115

The Murray Fire Department responded to a vehicle fire at the intersection
of Ky: 121 and Glendale Street Tuesday at 2:10 p.m. According to reports, a
1976 Chevrolet pickup was engulfed when firemen arrived. The fire was
extinguished with an engine's booster line.

BE A GOOD

NEIGHBOR

Volunteer.

American Heart
Association

To remove the constitutional prohibition on gaming
and let the General
Assembly enact laws to let
charitable organizations
conduct such games:
/Yes: 769,858 — 71 percent
No: 321,029 — 29 percent
• • • •

Succession Amendment
Allows statewide officers
elected in 1995 and thereafter to seek re-election to a
second term, combines governor and lieutenant governor candidates on one slate,
permits governor to retain
authority while out of state,
abolishes office of superintendent of public instruction,
moves elections to evennumbered years: •`*
/Yes: 534,925 — 51 percent
No: 510,540 — 49 percent
• • • •

Reorganization
Amendment
Eliminates elected offices
of secretary of state, treasurer and commissioner of
agriculture: abolishes office
of superintendent of public
instruction and Railroad
Commission:
Yes: 404,574 — 39 percent
/No 636,701 — 61 percent

FROM PAGE 1
said.
Williams, 39, a second-term
stare senator from Burkesville,
struggled to overcome a lack of
name recognition and a lack of
money in a campaign that never
really caught fire.
He called campaign funds the
"only factor" in Ford's win. "I
was outspent 4-to-1. We made up
• some 40-something points in the
final two weeks" when he began
running television advertising.
"His name recognition was
100 percent. Mine was low. And
yet we still got more than 30 percent of the vote in a year when
our presidential candidate lost."
With an unmatched reliance on
special-interest money, Ford
raised more than $2.4 million for
his re-election campaign through
Oct. 14, the candidates' final
campaign-finance reporting period before the election. That was
about eight times the amount
Williams raised.
A Common Cause study of
contributions in Senate races
through September showed that
among senators trying to keep
their seats this year, Ford got the
largest share of money from
political action committees — 56
percent. Williams tried valiantly
to use the figures against Ford.

•Tom Barlow...
FROM PAGE 1
said.
A relative newcomer to the
state's Democratic scene, Barlow
seemed to skirt conventional
advice. He wrested the Democratic nomination from incumbent
Carroll Hubbard in May.
"I wasn't part of the standard
state political machine so that
made some people uncomfortable, but we had support from all
the county committees," he said.
Barlow said his next step is to

set up district offices.
"Carroll Hubbard did a fine job
helping people with their daily
concerns and we have made a
pledge to continue doing that,"
Barlow said.
Attempts to reach Hamrick for
comment were unsuccessful.
Incumbents for state house and
senate seats were unopposed.
State Senator Jeff Green received
8,818 votes while State Representative Freed Curd received 8,953
votes.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

For Your Comcnienct, Nim ()Mr,

UPS Pick-Up

Ross Insurance
Agency

Monday -

.•••••••••••••

Ship Weekly & Sa‘e mone

300 South 8th St.

Suite 304 E
502-759-4815

•Ford...

Bingo Amendment

MILITARY ENDS DEBATE ON WOMEN

Dr. H.C. Denham

Crouch is no stranger to the
Woods. Robert McDaniel and
Murray school board. He served Gary Evans were the two unopas a member from 1985 to 1988. posed candidateS.
"I'm looking forward to workMurdock received 1,436 votes
ing with the other board mem- to 304 for Woods. In the unconbers, administrators and faculty tested races, McDaniel received
members to implement KERA 755 votes and Evans 635 votes.
and all the positive aspects of • Murdock has served as the
that program.
board chairman since 1990.
"I think finances will have to
"The biggest challenge facing
be examined carefully because of our board the next four years will
KERA mandates. We are not be implementing our technical
receiving the same amount of plan. I have been supportive of
funding in light of these KERA and an advocate of the
changes," Crouch said.
site-based councils.
In the Calloway County school
"I don't see the councils as a
board race, Murdock's seat was loss of power for the board but a
the only one contested.
decentralization of decisionHis ch-allenger was U.L. making," Murdock said.
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Clinton's life story the classic American dream
By KAREN BALL
Associated Press Writer

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Born
fatherless in a dusty little Arkansas town, Bill Clinton's life story
is the classic American tale of
someone who overcame long
odds with drive, personality and
eternal optimism.
Though he has the education of
someone with a silver-spoon
upbringing — Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service, Rhodes scholar, Yale Law
School — Clinton's early days
were hardly soft.
The family's finances were
only average. And there were
troubles: a sometimes violent,
alcoholic stepfather and a halfbrother — his only sibling —
who would become an addict too.
In fact there was nothing about
his start in life to suggest that
Clinton would one day be president, except maybe the place he
came from — Hope.
It brings him, at age 46, to the
White House — the third youngest president in the nation's
history, the first from Arkansas
and the first from the generation
born after World War II into a
nation brimming with energy and
promise.
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And it caps a yearning for
public service that was born at a
Rose Garden meeting with President Kennedy back in 1963.
To know Clinton is to know
what happened three months
before his birth, on Aug. 19,
1946. His natural father — driving home to see his pregnant wife
— went off a highway in Missouri's Bootheel, was thrown
from the car and drowned in a
ditch.
The event shaped Clinton in
many ways. He has talked of how
his father's death at age 29 gave
him a sense of urgency to accopplish things quickly.
And it led him to Hope, where
the toddler went to live with his
grandparents while his mother,
Virginia, returned to nursing
school in New Orleans.
His grandparents ran a pay-asyou-go grocery story across from
a cemetery in the black section of
town. Clinton, a son of the segregated South, says it was his
grandfather who taught him to
treat all people the same, regardless of race.
His grandmother instilled a
love of learning: She taped flash
cards neat his high chair, teaching him numbers and letters at
age 2. As an adult, Clinton would
call education the "instrument of
my liberation."
When Billy was 4, his mother
married Roger Clinton, a car
dealer who moved his new family
to the old gambling and spa town
of Hot Springs. She has called
him a good man with a short fuse
made worse by the disease of
alcoholism. Only a year into the,
marriage, a drunken Roger Clinton fired a shotgun at the ceiling
to keep his bride and stepson
from leaving the house.
Clinton has said that living
with an alcoholic turned him into
a peacekeeper, someone who tries
to avoid conflict. Some friends
speculate it may have- sparked an
overachiever streak fueled by the
need for approval.
Clinton himself concedes that
environment probably turned him
into a people-pleaser and peacekeeper. Critics have turned this
yearning for compromise and
keeping everyone happy against
him, dubbing him "Slick
Willie."
His mother says that as a teenager, he took on a role of protector when Roger Clinton beat her;
he confronted his stepfather at
age 14 and Roger Clinton never

AssocaTed Press D^tT'(1,

Hillary and Bill Clinton were all smiles after winning six of eight states in the Super Tuesday primary, a win ‘4,hich legitimited him as
major candidate for the Democratic nomination and started him on the road to the presidency.
laid another hand on Virginia.
In high school, h9 played saxo- apply anywhere but Georgetown; money to pay for them.
And it was as a teen-ager that
phone in the band, won leader- he helped pay the bills by workHe is charming — a man who
the boy born William Jefferson
ship awards and was a whiz at ing in the office of a home state gives his undivided attention to
Blythe IV would take the Clinton
Latin and math. He could memor- hero, Sen. William Fulbright.
whomever he is talking to. But he
name — a gesture of family supize things quickly
one of his
Clinton went on to be a Rhodes can be testy and .doesn't hesitate
port to his stepfather and halfhalf-brother Roger's first memo- scholar at Oxford University, to flash his temper or upbraid a
brother.
ries is Clinton reciting the Rev. then to Yale law school, where he staff member who has messed tip
His mother was an indepen1 Martin Lather King's "I Have a met his future wife, Hillary Rod- or let him down. Friends say he
dent, hard-working nurse with an
Dream".speech.
ham. Both gave up big money usually doesn't blow unless
affection for $2 wagers at the
At age 16, as a Boy's Nation and prestige to return to Arkan- something else is wrong - Oaklawn race track. She took her
delegate, Clinton met Kennedy at sas, where Clinton said he wanted exhaustion, sinus trouble or not
son once, but he was turned off the White House — an event he to help improve his state.
‘
enough time with his 12-year-old
by gambling.
says lured him to the life of publThere, he was elected governor daughter, Chelsea.
Clinton attended a Baptist
ic service.
at ;age 32 — the nation's
Clinton has said he ran for.
'
church, making the Sunday trek
, He never bothered much with youngest — but was turned out president to make the country a
by himself with his Bible in
things he knew he _couldn't mas- of office after one term when the better place for people like Chelhand. Religion is something he
ter. He once offered to clean up voters thought him high-hoded sea. Asked last week if he would
says sustains him; at his guberna:— the band room rather than sell and brash. Stung by the defeat, he be devastated to lose the eltiction.
torial inaugurations, he insisted
candy bars; his mother figured he took a deep breath and spent two Clinton said no, that he would go
on using his personal Bible, a
didn't think he could sell the years traveling his state to apoback to his wonderful life in
worn, tattered and underlined
most.
logize and listen. Voters there
Arkansas.
book.
And hegave up the notion of a gave him another try and-eight
"I've already had more good
Clinton's grade-school teachers
musical_ career or medicine . more years in office.,
happen than I ever could
things
called him gifted. And childhood
because he thought he'd never be
Clinton has had a raucous time
he said.
deserved,"
have
friends report that he was a great at it.
with the legislature, particularly
teacher's pet, a bit of a doLgooder
But win he did. And he,conOnce he set his mind to some- over his efforts to improve the
who, wanted to — .arld did
thing, ,he didn't give up. HigA state's education system,-one of eluded his victory speech early
excel at nearly everything he school counselors fretted th
his principal interests. The lawtoday' with these words: "I still
tried. No one held it against him their star pupil might .be shut out
makers tended to approve his
believe in a place called Hope
much because he was so affable. of college when he refused to
reform programs, but not the
God bless America."

•

•

•
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Perspective on Politics

Clinton's road now
leads to challenges
By CHARLES J. HANLEY
Assoelatod Press News Analysis

a

" The world wishes the "man from Hope" well. After all, if President Bill Clinton presides over a rebound in America's giant economy, the rest of the world gets the lienefit of the bounce.
And some don't need to wait for economic charts. Eutopean
"greens," Haitian democrats, Bosnian Muslims — all found kind
words in the Clinton campaign. All got an immediate boost from the
American voters' verdict.
Having a Democrat in the White House, said the enthusiastic Dutch
environment Minister, would be "a fantastic step forward for the
environment."
But not everyone who watched from abroad Tuesday, as the curtain
at last fell on the U.S. political drama, could turn away satisfied. In
Beijing, in Japan's boardrooms, in Arab palaces, the Clinton years
could prove to be anxious years.
People elsewhere have long gotten nervous over elections in the
United States, which this presidential year stands as the world's solitary superpower, its influence seen or imagined everywhere. A commentator in India even suggested that a Clinton focus on human rights
might encourage separatists in remote Kashmir — one issue that
somehow never came up in the endless U.S. campaign.
Other governments prefer U.S. elections to be re-elections. They
want familiar faces at the top. But as President Bush began to look
like a loser this year, foreign leaders and opiniOn-makers began to
look for the plus side to the Arkansas governor's rise.
They found it in his core pledge to aggressively rebuild a sluggish
U.S. economy.
"This would- be good for Asia and the world,— analyst Mike Yeong
advised readers in Singapore's Straits Times newspaper, "as a revitalized America would contribute to greater economic progress in these
countries."
Europeans, too, look forward to a U.S. boom that would help, lift
them, through trade and investment, out of a stubborn spell of recession and low growth. In a cover story, Germany's leading newsmagazine trumpeted Clinton as a "Friend of the Germans."
In Japan, however, some executives don't like what they hear.
"Business people here are understandably worried about the incoming Democratic administration," Yukio Okamoto, a prominent Tokyo
business consultant on U.S. affairs, said in a telephone interview from
the Japanese capital.
What worries them is Clinton's support for stronger retaliation
against Japan and other countries deemed guilty of failing to open
their markets, and his call for collecting billions of dollars more in
taxes from foreign companies in the United States.
If the Japanese are worried, China's "free market Communists" —
Clinton calls them "tyrants" — must be depressed.
China sells one-quarter of its exports to the United States. But the
American president-elect favors withdrawing favorable trade status
from the Chinese to pressure them into liberalizing their politics.
If Clinton policies antagonize both Japan and China, the two Asian
powers might be driven further into each other's arms.
Clinton's human rights platform could also complicate the quest for
a Middle East peace. His strong pro-Israel stance already has Arabs
wary. If a Clinton White House; in addition, leans on the Arab autocrats of Syria and the Persian Gulf to democratize, it could chill the
Mideast negotiations.
An analyst in one Saudi Arabian newspaper hinted that the Arabs
eventually might have to hit Clinton where it hurts — in the economy,
with higher oil prices. But for now worried Arabs simply urge American "even-handedness" in peace process.
"We hope," Jordan's information minister said last week, "that the
new president would play the role of a strong and impartial broker."
Other' challenges fill the globe for. the new U.S. chief executive:
aiding the rebuilding of the former So'lçt Union, handling Bush's
Iraqi nemesis Saddam Hussein, pinning do n final details with Mexico on North American free trade.
The last time a "fortysomething" Democrat took the White House,
the world welcomed him with a fateful year of crisis.
In his first months, John F. Kennedy grappled with the Bay of Pigs
disaster and the raising of the Berlin Wall.
Kennedy's latest successor, the first president chosen in the postCold War era, will also be tested: Will reactionaries take over in Russia? Democratic forces rise again in China? War spread through the
Balkans? Cuba collapse in violence?
The long road from Hope, Ark., is about to get longer for Bill Clinton, and more dangerous.,
• • • •
(Charles J. Hanley has covered international events for the AP since
1976.)

World Editorial Roundup

t

Oct. 26; The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson, Miss., on Congressional
franking:
With all of the ill will of voters toward Congress in light of the
House bank scandal and resentment over perks, one would think they
would at least try to clean up their acts in an election ye& Isrbt so.
House members continue to abuse their free mailing privileges. It
cost taxpayers nearly $75 million for representatives to send mail to
constituents during the two-year term, according to the National Taxpayers Union Foundation. The average was about S171,809 per member, or 1.16 million pieces:,
And, in keeping with franking tradition, members spent S30.2 million this year (election_year), up 40 percent over the first eight months
of 1991.
The congressional frank continues to be one of the most abused privileges of Congress. Members of Congress do need to keep voters
informed, but free mailings have become a re-election perk for incumbents who send out glowing reports and meaningless surveys, It is clear the frank needs to be restricted. The foundation has proposed limits by member and full disclosure on mail sent by membership. It also suggests public inspection of franked mail and a ban on
unsolicited franked mail 120 days prior to an election.
Those are reasonable limits.

Victory a chance to break gridlock
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — With his
resounding victory, Bill Clinton
threw open a window of opportunity to break Washington's
gridlock. That spells change —
from abortion rules and family
leave to health care and cures for
the economy.
Democrats are soon to control
both the White House and Congress, bringing an end to 12 years
of divided government.
"For the first time since 1980,
we will have a kind of new
optimism that government can
work," said Georgetown University professor Stephen Wayne, a
specialist in presidential elections. "Whether that optimism
will be merited is another issue."
About 100 federal judgeships
are waiting to be filled, and
Democrats will lift their freeze
on nominations as soon as Clinton takes office.
Bills that President Bush vetoed on abortion, parental leave
and campaign reform are being
resurrected for Clinton's
signature.
The top priority, though, clearly is the economy.
Throwing out Bush, disillu-

sioned voters made the election a
referendum on his lack of attention to problems at home and inability to ease anxiety about the
economy.
An Election Day poll of voters
found that nearly 80 percent said
the economy was not in good
shape, and they voted overwhelmingly for Clinton.
The transfer of power will beaccompanied by a generntional
shakeup, as the 68-year-old Bush'
is replaced by the 46-year-old
Clinton, the first baby boomer in
the White House. Clinton said his
mandate was to "restore growth
to our country and opportunity to
our people."
Clinton needs to move swiftly
to make his priorities clear and
set deadlines for achieving them.
The appointment of his economic
advisers and secretaries of
defense and state will send
important signals to financial
markets and world leaders.
Yet, from the economy to
health care, Clinton faces major
constraints: the huge budget deficit and a lack of consensus on
policy approaches. His resolve
will be tested against some of the
nation's most powerful special
interest groups. By late spring,
his store of political capital may

be evaporating.
Outnumbered RepUblicans
already are 'plotting roadblocks.
"Maybe we can frustrate some of
his spending and taxing programs,"1 said Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.
Democrats are eager to have
Clinton in the Oval Office —
even though he wasn't the first
choice of the congressional establishment and his "different kind
of Democrat— approach was
more conservative than the liberal
bent of the Senate and House
leadership.
"I expect he will hit the
ground running, with an aggressive program, and we in the Congress look forward to working
with him to enact it," said Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell,
D-Maine.
"The highest priority is --economic growth to get the..economy
moving again, health care reform
and dealing with the deficit,"
Mitchell said.
Many Democrats elected to
Congress got a boost from Clinton at the top of the ticket and
owe him' a vote of gratitude.
With more than 100 new members of Congress, "they're going
to be looking for leadership,"
said James Thurber, director of

American Uniyersity's Center on
Congressional and Presidential
Studies. "They'll be reacting to
the president.
"The 100-day time frame is a
good amount of time," said
Thurber. "After that, the (committee chairmen) begin to work
on their agendas. After the fall of
the first year, it's hard to build
coalitions around difficult
issues."
Democratic strategist Ann
Lewis said the new Congress "is
a group of legislators who told
voters, 'We want to make it
work.' They got the message.
They are committed to constructive action on behalf of positive
economic policy and are not
locked in on specific details."
"For the first year he's going
to have a long, long leash," said
Larry Sabato, a University of
Virginia political scientist.
"Democrats are going to be
falling over themselves to be
nice," Sabato said. "The second
year is when you're going to hear.
loud demands from the interest
grdups for payment due."
• • • •
(Terence Hunt is the chief White
House correspondent for The
Associated Press.)

State voters prove they're contrary
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associatod Press News Analysis

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — If there
is one conclusion that can - be
drawn from Election Day, it is
that Kentucky voters read their
ballots a lot more closely than
they are generally fiven credit
for doing.
The record number of Kentuckians who went to the polls
bounced around the ballot like
overinflated basketballs. There
was little discernible pattern. Party affiliation made little difference.. It was confirmation of the
contrary nature of Kentucky voters and the truism that all politics
is local.
Democrats won the top two
spots On the ticket. Republicans
— one a staunch conservative,
the other a raging moderate —
kept two newly Democraticregistered congressional districts.
One proposed constitutional
amendment was resoundingly
approved, another was overwhelmingly rejected and a third
— the one in the middle of the
ballot — was narrowly approved.
Democrats appeared to pick up
four seats in the state House, but
lose at least one in the Senate.
Kentuckians defied another
trend of their -own making. The
slow historical decline in turnout
for elections generally and presidential contests in particular was
reversed in record fashion. More
than 71 out of every 100 registered Kentuckians — 1,478,197
people, according to unofficial
returns — cast votes in the presidential race. Both were records.

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
And while voters in states
around the country were placing
restrictions on the amount of time
politicians can spend in office,
Kentucky voted tolift the constitutional ban on successive terms
for statewide officers.
All told, the election contained
few real skockers, but a few surA..0
prises and close calls.
History shows that Kentucky
votes Republican for president —
registration figures notwithstanding. This year, for only the third
time in 10 elections, the Democrat won. But the outcome kept
another string intact. Kentucky
has voted for the winning candidate in each of the last eight presidential elections now.

Bill Clinton and George Bush
and their running mates spent an
extraordinary amount of time in
Kentucky. Counting spouses,
there were 40-plus presidential
stops in the state from London to
Paducah, Fancy Farm to Ashland.
A slew of surrogates also
stumped the state.
All the attention seemed misplaced until the results came in
and voters here again defied easy
characterization. For months,
polls said Clinton held a doubledigit lead. The campaigns proved
they understood the state better
than the local polls. It turned out
to be closer to 2 percent, a total
of less than 45,000 votes between
•
the two candidates.

Just drop us a line ...
geulers

and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the figlowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers WM tot be published). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed tp: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Mitray, KY 42071.

Despite the apparently large
margin, Sen. Wendell Ford's
64-36 defeat of state Sen. David
Williams may have been better
for the loser than it might appear.
Going into the election, it
made little sense for Williams to
get into a contest against Ford,
who has held statewide office for
a quarter century. But Williams, a
Cumberland County lawyer and
one of the more ambitious among
the GOP stable of legislators,
believed he had little to lose. The
name recognition he won would
be as important as the chits he
would accumulate'from his party
for taking on Ford.
The fate of Amendments 2 and
3 appeared contradictory but may
have been fundamentally
consistent.
The two propositions were supposed to be a package, even
though each contained duplicative items. No. 2 was the succession amendment; No. 3 the
amendment to eliminate four
elective offices.
By passing No. 2 and defeating
No. 3, it can be argued that voters want to retain as much control
over state government as possible. Succession places the electoral leashon governors, forcing
them to consider the political
consequences of their actions.
Electing the secretary of state,
treasurer and commissioner of
agriculture could have the same
effect.
• •

•

•

(Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondentfo(The
Associated Press.)
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Murrayans pledge ASA
Three Murray girls have
pledged the Beta Nu Chapter of
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at
Murray State University.
They are as follows:
Heather Hughes, a sophomore
biology/pre-med major, daughter
of Janna Hughes and the late Dr.
Donald Hughes;
Heather Key, a junior math/
•
secondary education major,
daughter of Robbie and Reggie

Key;
Krista Stalls, a freshman
elementary education major,
daughter of Fred and Linda
Stalls.
Alpha Sigma Alpha was founded Nov. 15, 1901, at Longwood
College, Farmville, Va. The Beta
Nu Chapter, one of the oldest
sororities on campus, was
installed at Murray State University in 1946.

Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, right, presents the Hazel Woman's Club
cookbook, Seasoned with Love, to Mrs. John Peck and her
mother, Mrs. Jerry Bennett.

Hazel Woman's Club
hears Mrs. Peck speak
Mrs. John Peck of the Department of Social Services, Adult
Protection Services for Calloway
and Marshall Counties was guest
speaker at a meeting of Hazel
Woman's Club held Thursday,
Oct. 15, at the Hazel Community
Center.
The speaker spoke concerning
Elderly, Spouse and Child Abuse
and Public Affairs. She and her
mother, Mrs. Jerry Bennett, were
presented with copy of the club's
cookbook, Seasoned with Love as
a gift from Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, president, presided. She introduced

f

andace Jarrett
bride-elect of
Jeff Orr
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry
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guests and prospective members
who were Mrs. Bennett, Mrs. Ray
Paschall, Mrs. Carl Dalton, Mrs.
Jeff Emery and Mrs. Chuck
Whisenett.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Hughes Bennett.
Members heard reports concerning the Hazel Day Car Show
and the Memorabilia Display at
Hazel. Members voted to make
both annual events.
In observance of World Food
Day, a "food pounding" and the
$50 contribution were made to
Need Line with donations being
received on behalf of Need Line
by Club Member and Need Line
Board Member Mrs. James
Latimer.
It was announced that Christmas gift wrapping would be held
at Wal-Mart again beginning
about Dec. 12.
Mrs. Bill Hudson, Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson and Mrs. Joe Thompson, hostesses, served
refreshments.
Other members present were
Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth, Mrs.
Joe Pat Butterworth, Mrs. Ken
Craig, Mrs. Leroy Bennett, Mrs.
Lal Elliott, Mrs. Lawrence Overbey, Mrs. Mark Paschall, Ms.
Carolyn Parks.—and- Mrs. Russ
Wilson.
The next meeting will be
Thursday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. at
Hazel Community Center.

Senior Citizens plan Craft Market

PLAQUE PRESENTED — Melody Boren is shown receiving a
Lifesaver Citation from Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 member Colleen Anderson in recognition of her brave actions in saving
the life of her two-year-old sister from a trailer fire in April of
this year. This account of her bravery was published in the Murray Ledger & Times. Also pictured are WOW Area Manager Tim
Scruggs, left, and Field Representative and Lodge 827 member
Faye Childress, right.

The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have a rehearsal on Thursday, Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. in the sanctuary of First
Christian Church. Marjorie Shown, director, urges all members to attend this
rehearsal and to note the change in meeting place.

Work Night at South Pleasant Grove
The South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Women will have a
final work night for its upcoming bazaar on Thursday, Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. at
the church. The bazaar will be Saturday, Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.

Seminar at church on Thursday
The History and Thought of the Christian Church Seminar will be Thursday, Nov. 5, at First Christian Church. This will be from 6:31 to 8:59 p.m.
with Dr. David Roos and Betty Gore in charge. Light refreshments will be
served.

Bazaar planned at church

PIANO CAMP — Dr. Vicki King, Clarksville, Tenn., works with
Nathan Hughes at the clavichord at the second annual Murray
Music Teachers Piano Camp held recently at Murray State University. Camp Director Ellie Brown and campers Ashley McKendree, Kristen Farmer and Matt Brown look on. Twenty-one boys
and eight girls participated in computer music games, creative
movement and theory games.

Wadesboro Club
hears Bedwell
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For Private
Christmas Parties
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Call Debbie Williams
or Debbie Ray
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:SI Gene & Frances
Spillman
Lost Over 100 Pounds
You can be successful too!
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Registration Fee Only $l*
(Save $148)

NAMED — Melissa Johnston,
junior at Calloway County
High School, has been named to
appear in the publication of
Who's Who in American High
School Students. She is the
daughter of Eddie and Fay
Johnston. She sings in the
School Choir, is a teenage volunteer at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, member of
Christian Youth Group, and
Red Cross volunteer.

BED ON TV
1-800-538-4433

Pawnee Bedwell presented the
main lesson on "Fashions to
Compliment Your Figure" at the
October meeting of Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held at Sirloin
Stockade.
A newsletter on "Power of
Attorney" was presented by
Elaine Collins.
Imogene Palmer, president,
gave a report on the Annual Day
held Oct. 12 at Weaks Community Center. She also announced the
Purchase Area Annual Day on
Oct. 19 at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
The devotion was given by
Grace Parker with prayer by
Ruby Burchett.
Members remembered Betty
Palmer who was in surgery at the
time of the meeting because of
injuries sustained in a car-tractor
accident.
Reports were given by Della
Outland, secretary.
Other members present were
Ann Darnell, LaVerna Hardie,
Elaine Jones and Lucy Parker.
Lucile Potts, a visitor, joined
the club.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 10, at II a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Use Our Food — Or Use Your Own
*Meals, Delta, Maintenance Additional
Must Present Coupon - Expires 11-6-92

Christian Fellowship Church, located on U.S. Highway 68 at Briensburg
near Marshall County High School, will have its annual Christmas Bazaar on
Saturday, Nov. 7, from 8 a.m. to,3 p.m. On sale will be lots of Christmas
items, handmade crafts, baked goods, yard sale items, etc. Food will be
served throughout the day.

Lakeland Parish plans bazaar
The Lakeland Parish, located on U.S. Highway 68 at Big Bear Road in
Marshall County, will hold its annual Fall Bazaar on Friday, Nov. 6, from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Saturday, Nov. 7, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Lunch will be
served both days from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call
1-354-8639.

Grace Recycled Teenagers plans event
Recycled Teenagers of Grace Baptist Church will meet Thursday, Nov. 5,
at 10 a.m. at the church. The group will go to Lake Barkley State Park
Lodge for lunch, drive through the Trace in Land Between the Lakes, and
visit the Christmas Village Mall at Grand Rivers.

Chestnut Grove holding fundraiser
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel has a fundraiser for the ongoing
work of the church in progress. The church is over 100 years old and now
has a membership of five, most of whom are elderly, sick or disabled. The
church is in need of repair and the-,steward and trustees say funds are not
available. We are striving to maintain our little church and would appreciate
any financial help from the area,' a steward said. For more information call
492-8171 or 1-901-247-5583.

Sophomore Class plans Give-Away
The Sophomore Class of Calloway County High School is sponsoring a
'Turkey and Trimmings' Give-Away. The gift basket, which includes a turkey
and all trimmings, will be given away at Calloway County High School
basketball game on Monday, Nov. 16. Tickets for the drawing may be purchased for $1 each from members of the CCHS Sophomore Class. Proceeds will be used for Sophomore Class Activities.

Resource Fair on Nov. 14
Organizations, agencies and others with a service mission or lifeenhancing focus are encouraged to participate in the Community Resource
Fair on Saturday, Nov. 14, National Make A Difference Day. To arrange participation or for more information, call the Calloway County Schools Family
Resource Center at 753-3070. Messages may be left 24 hours a day.

Singles (SOS) plan events
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday, Nov. 6, at 7
p.m. for a 'Singles' Search' at the Chamber of Commerce building. A special event on Sunday, Nov. 8, will be a cruise on Queen of Clarksville River
Boat with prime rib dinner. The Cost will be $25 per person, including dinner,
and reservations should be made immediately. The SOS is a support and
social group for singles of all ages, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide positive social
interaction and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend.
For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Dexter Seniors' plan event

QUITTING BUSINESS SALE

25

%
OFF
STOREWIDE
DISCOUNT CRAFT SUPPLIES
Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-1142

WELLNESS & WEIGHT MANAGEMENT . $I
301 N. 12th St. • University Square
763-9932
sow wow win owl smi min
wow gm iwm

The Education Committee of the Playhouse in the Park will meet Thursday, Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the Playhouse. All members and interested persons are invited to attend. For more information call the playhouse at
759-1752.

Music Chorus will practice Thursday

6th and Maple

.
1j
'sou like

Playhouse Committee will meet

The Mennonites will have a bake sale on Friday, Nov. 6, starting at 9 a.m.
at Wal-Mart in Murray. Funds from this sale will go to pay on a hospital bill.

z.7 _

OPENING
SOON

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will have a Craft Market on Fn
dayand Saturday, Nov. 6 and 7, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Weeks Cornmunity Center. Anyone who wishes to have a table call 753-0929 and speak
with Jo or Eric. This event is open to anyone regardless of age who makes
crafts that are marketable. This will be an excellent opportunity for citizens
of Murray and Calloway County to purchase a handcrafted gift for Christmas. Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens is an United Way Agency.

Mennonite Bake Sale Friday

(P

753-8116

Calloway County Homemakers will meet Thursday. Nov 5, at 11
a.m. at Weaks Community Center. Donna Herndon, director of Family
Resurces Center for Calloway County Schools, will be speaker. She
will tell the homemakers how to play an active role in helping to
reach the goals of the center. Also on Thursday, the homemakers will
plan programs and membership for 1993-95, and a session on helping
homemakers conduct meetings will be. held. The new county president, Vinita Winters, will preside. At the county annual day on Oct.
12, Mrs. Winters was elected as president, Betty Kirkenmeier as vice
president, Sandra Gallimore as secretary and Vonda Gibson as treasurer. A brown bag lunch will be served.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will host the annual United
Methodist Men's potluck dinner and gathering for the Murray Cluster on
Thursday, Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. Sid Easley, a member of First Church, Murray, will be the featured speaker. Diana Tatlock and Marc Schecter from
Good Shepherd Church will present special music. Meat and drinks will be
provided and persons are asked to bring a dish to share. This is a once-ayear gathering and all men of the Murray Cluster are urged to attend.

Restaurant & Catering

kfr

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Annual Men's event at Martin's Chapel

TEMPTATIONS

,

JO'S DATEBOOK

A

/\

Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Thursday, Nov. 5, at 11 a.m at the Dexter Center to go to Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn, Murray, for !uric*.
Elsie Springer, Dexter director, urges all seniors to note the special event
for Thursday

World Community Day Sunday
World Community Day service by Church Women United of Murray and
Calloway County will be Sunday, Nov. 8, at 2 p.m. at Hazel United Methodist Church. 'Discovering the Sacred Circle' will be the theme of the service
'The service is an opportunity to review our understanding of the life, spirit
and theology of Native Americans, said Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, CWLI president. The public is invited to attend. A meeting of CWU Board will be hursday, Nov. 5, at 10 a m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

[11°
,
Esl
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Disaster Relief Training will
be conducted by Brotherhood

4

Kentucky Baptist Convention
Brotherhood Department will
conduct Disaster Relief Training
for the Southwestern Region on
Saturday, Nov. 14, from 9 a.m. to
noon at Lake City Baptist church,
Rt. 2, Grand Rivers.
Larry Loch, state disaster relief
coordinator, will lead the training
session.
Those interested in joining the
present relief effort in Florida
and those interested in becoming
disaster relief volunteers must
have this training.

Volunteers are provided training and supervision in assisting
churches and associations of the
Southern Baptist Convention in
providing disaster relief and disaster follow-up.
Brotherhood is a Southern
Baptist organizaticin for men and
boys. It promotes missions
through education, prayer, mission activities and special
emphases.

__

•
•

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Samson," a male Black Lab; "Snowy," a neutered
male shorthair Tabby; "Stripette," a spayed female shorthair Tabby; and "Pokey," a male Dalmation. Animals who do not find homes
must be destroyed. Hours of the,shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1
to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For
information call 759-4141.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Nov. 4

Bel-Air Center
Murray
Open 7-11 Daily

Goshen United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m./church.
Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis
Community Center with
beginners/5:15 p.m./regular/5:30
P.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/6:30 p.m.

'Rosedale

Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.

Halves or Slices

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
Choirf7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant GroOe'`United
Methodist Church events include
Sharing Group/7 p.m./home of
James Euel and Brenda Erwin
with program by Ronnie Guthrie.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9
a.m.-noon; Arts, Recreation, for
Kids/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30
p.m.

Fresh Like
Veg-All

Coffee

Mixed Vegetables
16 Oz. Can

13 Oz. Can
Reg., A.D.C., Lite or
French Roast

29 oz.
Can

39

Rainbow

Hyde F

Marga
66_1.

1 Lb. C

Maxwe
House

WITH ONE FILLED SM

Foam Plates
50 Ct

'Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Maxwell House

Peaches

Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

c
99

Chicken of the Sea Chunk

vioialeiT
Levant._

First Christian Church events
include Worship at LTC Unit of
local hospital/1O:30 a.m.;
Evangelism Committee/noon at
Pagliai's; Christian_ Family
Fellowship/5:45 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.

61/2 oz.
Can
In 011 or Water

Grace Baptist Church events
include business meeting/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30
p.m.; SS Preview_13_ible Study/6
p.m.; Library open/6:T5 p.m.;
Children's Choirs and
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Playhouse in Park auditions/7
p.m. Info/759-1752.

Wilson Corn King

Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
Admission free.

Wieners

Natrona! Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Dole Premium

Bananas

Thursday, Nov. S
Art Auction Benefit for City and
County Schools' Arts' Programs
with reception/6 g.m. and
auction/7 p.m./Murray Woman's
Club House. Public invited.

5 Lb.

Large
Calloway County Middle School
4-H Group/after school to 4 p.m.

, Tangelos
6/$10

Friends of Oakhurst/10
a.m./Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, Murray State
University.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club open meeting/1
p.m./club house.

or a

Lb.
Fresh Bunch

Neck Bones

95

- Fresh In-Shell

Broccoli
Fresh Bunch

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County Board
meeting/10 a.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

5 Lb.

Green Onions

394 Per Lb.

Good

CWF Group IV/noon with program by Donna Koca/First Christian Church.
Bill of Rights Symposium/7
p.m./Calloway 'County Public
Library.

hod Ow

Save •I'm

With Coupon
On One 14.8 Oz. Only
•
Kellogg's Double DIP Crunch Caf0111

Consumer Ohm le Unshod To One Coupon Pet Purchase Retailer
Kellogg SWIMS COIllpiny IMO redeem No coupon in occorclonoo Val OW
redefiltiOn PAM COPS' mask. Won lowest Cann value vuXot
Void whorl prohtled lamed or rosIrtiloot by tow WI corpora lo
KologisIn-MI CMS Depi 311000,Ole FMK'S Dave,Del Rio,TX 711140
04ed Nev. 4 Ow 10

Kolan
,edwript
Void
KI14099

(Cont'd on page 7A)
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Service Notes

Smotherman, Colley and Collins births announced
Morgan Elizabeth Smotherman
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smother.man of Rt. 7, Box 528, Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Morgan Elizabeth Smotherman,
born on Sunday, Nov. 1, at 8:58
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weighed six,
pounds 15 ounces_And measured
19 inches. The mother, the former Sharlisa (Shorty) Ford, is on

leave from Calloway County
ASCS Office. The father is selfemployed as a farmer. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M.
Ford, 1001 Olive St., Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Smotherman, Rt. 1, Murray.

born on Tuesday, Oct. 27, at
Murray-Calloway County.Hospital. The mother is the former
Penny Hart. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Hart of Boaz and
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Colley of
Farmington.

Kelsey Lynn Colky
Mr. and Mrs. Stan Colley, Rt.
1, Farmington, are the parents of
a daughter, Kelsey Lynn Colley,

Harley Lynn Collins
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Wayne Collins of Buchanan, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Harley Lynn

Collins, born on Wednesday, Ott.
28, at Henry County"-Medical
Center, Paris, Tenn. The baby
weighed six pounds 14 ounces.
The mother is the former Deborah Lynn McCauley. Grandparents
are Kenneth and Linda Collins of
Kinsport, Tenn., Phillip McCauley of West Virginia and Patricia
Hammonds of Michigan.
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MARINE PVT. BRANNON
L. GAINES, son of Donna M.
',argent of Rt. 9, Benton, recently
completed recruit training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris
Island, S.C.
During the training cycle,
Gaines was taught the basics of
battlefield survival, introduced to
typical military daily routine, and
personal and professional
standards.

Prices Good
Wed., Nov. 4th
Thru
Tues., Nov. 10th

All recruits participate in an
active physical conditioning
program and gain proficiency in a
variety of military skills including first aid, rifle marksmanship
and close-order drill. Teamwork
and self-discipline are emphasized throughout the cycle.
MARINE STAFF SGT.
JAMES D. ALLEN, son of
James K. and Judith A. Allen of
Rt. 2, Wingo, recently reported
for duty with Headquarters and
Support Battalion, Marine Corps
Base, Camp Pendleton, Calif.
A 1983 graduate of Sedalia
High School, Allen joined the
Marine Corps in June 1983.

CALENDAR

(Coned from page 6.4)
IIINIMIi111111•1111•=1111
Thursday, Nov. 5
Honors Convocation/7
p.m./Barkley Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Admission free.

*We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.

Concert by Murray State University Percussion Ensemble/8
p.m./Annex Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Admission free.

Northern

'ark

Bath Tissue
Pkg.

rine

4 Roll

Mrs.

Calloway County Ifigh School
Class of 1973 reunion planning
meeting/7 p.m./Shoney's
Restaurant.

Pre-Priced 694'
Hi-Dry

Paper Towels

Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m. with officers at •
7 p.m.

1 Lb.
Box
Reg., Unsalted, Wheat or Cheddar

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

Kelly's

NRT SHOPPER CARD

hill W/Beans

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Flav-0 Rich

Orange Juice

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

$149

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.

1/2 Gal.
Plastic

Boneless

toneless

Chuck Steak

Swiss Steak

95

TOPS KY #469 Murray Chapter
of Taking Off Pounds Sensibly/6
p.m. and 7 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce building.

Pepsi Cola

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

95

5 Lb.
$1.39 Per Lb.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.

$1.79 Per Lb.

N
Hearts/l0
Young
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Aberdeen Pork

Sausage

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45
a.m.; Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m. at K/C
building.

See Us For Party Trays
Onion
Rolls
69' Per Lb.

Bologna
Italian
Bread
White
Bread

Steak

We Decorate Cakes!!
MN MI NMI
Cies/ Only Al
Illerey's Foal Glint

4114111...

ve

'
With Coupon
95
On. One 25.5 Oz. Only
Kellogg'• Raisin Bran Cate&
, ono, I ,,r7ose To One Coupon Per Purchase Releiter
ars rompar.r or4 redeem Ns coupon In scoordence are OW
Poar V -.POO 2.4400 UPOO noquest Cash value 1,100$
,. c.ontoso blued or resIncletl by Ire Mall ooupons lo
n AO (-US i opt 18990 One F arose Orme Del Rao TX 7111140
Good Nov. 4 Oyu 10

Au.

OIL

On One 10.1 oz.
Kiollogg's Nutrl-Graln• Growl Bars
(Good on any flavor)
Consumer Ober Is Lirrhled To One Coupon Per Purchase %Wet
Ask% Salsa Company ell redeem lhia coupon h so:on:lance MA Our
rsdempilon policy copse availed* upon request Cash veto 1/100.
Void arbors proMbesd lazed O restrIcle0 by too hio4 courotto
Klapp() sin Ad CMS Cosss 38909 One Fsweat DM. Del Fts0. T1 74440

Cloo4 Nov.4 lino lo
VUUI Per Cumemer

Lb.

II

$299
rb.

199

Murray High School events
include Chemistry, Tournament
and Regional Drama at Murray
State; Academic Team at Caldwell County.

Chicken Snack Box
2 Pieces Chicken
$199
2 Potato Logs

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, lnfo/Kennith Broach,
753-3580. •

Chicken
Salad

16 oz.

Cakes

$1.29 Per Lb.

E

Roast
Beef

15 oz.

All 2 Layer

45

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m.
,... "First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
a.m.-noon; Pastor Nominating
Committee/7 p.m.

$199

6 Ct.

Lb.

Roll
NNW UNE IN= UM
PlU 774

Four Rivers Council, Boy
of
America
Scouts
Roundtable/6:45 p.m./Grace
Episcopal Church, Paducah.

mei gern

Betty Crocker

Brownie Mix

9

c'ea42°
National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

c

20.5 oz. To 21.5 oz. Box
With Coupon
Good Nom 4 Ibru ,0
MI Limit One Coupon Par (Aiabanver n1111

1.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Info/1-924-5602.

•

•
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Author McGaughey
will be at local store
Shaker settlements and the battle
PADUCAH — Kentucky
Perryville, the bloody Civil
of
author R.H. McGaughey of
War
confrontation that produced
on
hand
on
be
Hopkinsville will
the
Monday, Nov. 9, from 11 a.m. to 7,500 casualties between
8,
Oct.
forces
South
and
North
Uni2 p.m. at the Murray State
1862.
his
autograph
to
versity Store
Prominent points of Kentucky
new book, Molly of the Shakers.
in the novel are the onedepicted
Bob
McGaughey, father of Dr.
spa at Harrodsburg
famous
time
DepartMSU
the
of
McGaughey
Springs, the
Graham
as
known
ment of Journalism and RadioSouthern
the
River,
Kentucky
the
on
novel
TV, centers his
the
Shaker settlement at Harrodsburg Railway "high bridge" and
-owned
once
was
that
ferry
nearby
and the battle of Perryville.
Shakers.
the
by
together
brings
The love story
born and
a dark-eyed Shaker girl, Molly.. ..,McGaughey, although
has
Kentucky,
western
in
reared
McClain, and a young Northern
near
area
central
the
in
his
roots
-Tom..
named
spy
courier and
Lexington. His greatWhitlock. .
grandmother, a member of the
the
of
While telling the story
John Hume family that settled in
proMcGaughey
couple,
young
vides an accurate history of the the Winchester-Paris area, married a colonel in Andrew Jackson's army in the War of 1812.
The family migrated to western
Kentucky near Hopkinsville in
1826.
The author is a graduate of the
Continuous
University of Kentucky with a
Aluminum Gutters
degree in journalism and graduate
(Commercial & Reeidendal)
work in both law and agriculture.
He has served as editor of the
FREE ESTIMATES
Todd County Standard, news and
farm editor of the Kentucky New
Era and as news and farm director for both of the radio stations
in Hopkinsville.
An award-winning journalist,
he has written and published two
other books, Life with Grandfather (1981) and This is Your
Weather (1991).
The book, published by Turner
Publishing Company of Paducah,
is available at the University
Store for $19.95 plus tax.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brentt Nance

A-1 GUTTERS

Call
753-7020

Ones-Nance vows are
solemnized at church
Co-chairmen Donna Cathey and Sheila Wilson show items.

Noel Market will be Saturday
will be offered at a drawing held
that day.
Lots of holiday items like the
gingerbread houses and unique
renditions of Father Christmas, as
well as new selections such as
wooden cutouts, paper. machie
ornaments, decorated bird houses
and pine cone creche sets will be
for sale in the Holiday Room
(parlor) of the church's education
building at 111 North Fifth St.
This year the bazaar will feature the choice of a brunch or
coffee show for those wanting to
enjoy, either a meal or a snack.
Lots of baked items will also be
for sale.
Cathey and Wilson urge the
public to come early while the
selection is still good.

The annual Noel Market
Church Bazaar, sponsored by
First Christian Church, will be
Saturday, Nov. 7, from 8 a.m. to
1 p.m. at the church.
Donna Cathey and Sheila Wilson, co-chairmen for the event,
said many items will be featured
including the count and cross
stitch picture and a quilt which

Annual
Fall Sale Days
YOUR
• CHOICE
($30 PER MO—)

Buy One Pair of
Dress Pumps or Flats
Get The Second Pair

$995
1/4 CARAT

hoe ho

112

$299
1/2 CARAT

$799
1 CARAT

hack

$1,999
Waterfall Clusters
1/4 CARAT'
$199
1/2 CARAT".;
$399
1 CARAT'

Dillon and Kraemer
receive their Ph.Ds
CARBONDALE, Ill. — Students from 43 states other than
Illinois plus the District of Columbia and the Virgin Islands
were among approximately 4,300
recipients of graduate and undergraduate degrees during Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale's spring commencement
ceremonies.
Included in this group were the
following from Murray:
John F<Dillon, 1708 Farmer
Ave., Ph.D.;
David George Kraemer, 1615
Magnolia Dr., Ph.D.
Exercises were held at the SIU
Arena and Shryock Auditorium.

di
0
ia
P
Nit
Iv
w it,
FL%
oil,:
Price

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
759-4795
Olympic Plaza

A p I
el
or wfir"10164-*

•

$699
V1 PER MO—)

Wide Band Clusters
1/4 CARAT'

$369
1/2 CARAT*
$499
1 CARAT'

$899
($27 PER MO—)

2 NEW STYLES

,*-

1 Big
. • ‘, Carat'
44' • Men.
Rings

1

YOUR CHOICE

$799

t
i
N
‘

•;06

l-aa"Thank You SALE '
1/3 to 1/2 Off
Otie Group DaRue Brown & Gray Coordinates,
One Group DaRue Black & Off White Coordinates,
One Group Wine & Black Coordinates

($24 PER110**)

All 1/3 Off
One Group Fall Dresses,
One Group Blouses,
One Group Rain Coats

•

All 1/3 to 1/2 Off
THE

Diamond Tennis Bracelet

MADEMOISELLE

1 CI •

$399
001

SHOP

I
JEWELERS
CiostarliaiShopping C.Ilwrq
763-7496
•••Witli Approved Credit KRSI
roalmate Total We t
••

Miss Johnna Michelle Jones and Joseph Brentt Nance were married
recently in an "inside-garden" setting in the sanctuary of Hazel United
Methodist Church.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Jones of Hazel and
Mrs. Janet Nance of Troy, Mo., and the late Larry Nance. Grandparents of the bride are Thomas C. and Nelle Scruggs and Bula Jones
and the late Henry C. Jones of Murray. The groom's grandparents are
Joe C. and Mable Nall of Benton and the, late Thomas and Ruby
Nance of Murray.
The Rev. David E. Parker Jr., pastor, performed the double ring
ceremony at 2 p.m. Mrs, Oneida White provided piano and vocal
selections.
The altar was centered with a large, white wrought iron heart from
which purple wisteria and ivy hung. The arch was flanked with live
ferns. At either side of the arch, candelabra adorned in greenery lighted the sanctuary. Large baskets of pink cabbage roses, deep pink
peonies, purple iris and ivy added to the garden look.
The bride wore a white satin gown with an elongated basque bodice
overlaid with reembroidered Alencon lace and accented with handsewn white pearls and iridescent sequins. The bodice featured a vneck in front and a v-dipping to the waist in the back. Leg of mutton
sleeves were sheer to the wrist, accented with beaded motif. The full
skirt with chapel-length train was accented on the front and back with
beaded appliques. The back of the dress had a large satin bow with a
beaded flowerette.
Her fingertip pearled veil of silk illusion was caught in a pouf at the
center back with pearl sprays cascading at either side of the face. Her
only jewehy_ were pearl earrings, given to her by her parents, and a
pearl necklace, given to her mother by her father at their wedding. Her
bouquet was a long cascade of silk calla lillies and white roses with
yards of pearls and ivy.
Mrs. Valerie Clark, sister of the bride, was matron of honor. She
wore a short, raspberry satin dress with a v-neck and a large purple
bow at the waist. The skirt featured a second, cape-like layer fully
lined in purple. Her bouquet was of silks of purple and raspberry and
greenery with matching head piece.
Miss Jessie Nance, niece of the groom, was flower girl. she wore a
dress identical to the matron of honor and carried a white wicker
basket trimmed with moss, greenery and tiny pink roses- filled with
deep pink rose petals.
The groom wore a black full-dress tuxedo with white shirt, tie and
cummerbund. His boutonniere was a white rose.
Tommy Nance, brother of the groom, was best man. He wore a
black tuxedo with raspberry tie and cummerbund. Cory White,
nephew of the groom, was ring bearer. He carried a white satin pillow embroidered in raspberry, "Johnna and Bo - 1992."
Serving as candlelighters and ushers were Jason Smith of Memphis,
Tenn., nephew of the groom, and Allen Jones of Murray, cousin of the
bride.
The mothers of the bridal couple lit two taper candles which were
used later in the ceremony by the couple to light the unity candle.
The bride's mother wore a lavender dress with sequined appliques.
The groom's mother was attired in a two-piece fuscia ankle-length
suit.
Jeanne' Scruggs and Julie Scruggs, cousins of the bride, presided at
the guest register. Ali Hillard and Beth Hillard helped make and distributed the rice bags.
Judy Scruggs, aunt of the bride, designed the sanctuary and floral
arrangements and co-directed the wedding with Jean Edwards, cousin
of the bride.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church. Serving
were Ginger Nance of Memphis, Rhonda Kerr of Nashville, Tammi
Burgess of Paducah, and Melissa Bogard of Murray.
The table was covered with a cloth of white linen. The three-tiered
wedding cake was decorated with pink and purple flowers. Crystal
appointments were used. Mr. and Mrs. Clifton E. Jones were in charge
of the reception.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Nance are now residing at Rt. 3, Murray.
Out-of-town guests included Mr. and Mrs. Bob Denham of Houston, Texas, Theresa, Jason and P.J. Smith of Memphis, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Weber, Matt and Sam, Harvest, Ala.
The groom's mother hosted a buffet in the fellowship hall of the
church following the rehearsal. Mrs. Cassie Thompson decorated.
Places were laid for 20 guests.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple included a shower at the
home of Valerie Clark; a tea in the Fellowship Hall of Hazel United
Methodist Church by Jean Edwards, Lanka Malcolm, Shelia White
and Karen Housden; a tea at Ellis Center given by Edna Jones, Edna
Bogard, Tina Wright and Tammy Burgess.

Downtown
Murray

LUTHERAN BAZAAR — Eleanor Pahlke of Immanuel I.utheran
('hurch makes last minute preparations for the Women's Annual
Bazaar to be Saturday, Nov. 7, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
church. Tea room, crafts and baked goods will be featured. •
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ri Hospital releases reports
f3LLCkj

One newborn admission. and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Oct.
30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn adVssion •
Dumas baby boy, parents, Marilyn
and Ricky. Rt. 1, Box 88, Dexter
Dismissals
Mrs. Elsie J. Thurman, P.O Box
254, Murray; Miss Kayla L. Kreswell,
Rt. 2, Box 129A, Murray;
Jared R. Goodman, 9143 Richmond
Hall, Murray; Mrs. Kathleen Hamlin,
Rt. 1, Box 30 CC, Henry, Tenn.;
James Randall Miller, At. 3, Box
103, Murray; Mrs. Jerrie L. Miller, P.O.
Box 141, Hazel;
Mrs. Betty L. Spitler, Rt. 2, Box 62,
Mayfield; Thomas Matthew Kirks, 102
North 13th St., Murray;
Present at Rush party of Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Mrs. Shirley P. Billington, 1552
International Sorority at home of Carol Lewis were, from left, Whippoorwill Dr., Murray; Ed Turner,
Lewis, 1630 Farmer Ave., Murray;
back row, Helen Steffen, Margaret Terhune, Jean F.
Lillian
Miss Tabatha L. Paschall, Rt. 3, Box
row,
front
Vidmer,
Mary
Fleming,
Dortha Bailey, Kathie
124, Murray; Mrs. Mertie Bell Wallace,
Hall.
Marjorie
and
Campbell
Helen
Cook,
703 Chestnut St., Murray;
Mrs. Robbie N. Shields, P.O. Box
93, New Concord; Henry C. Orris, 118
Haymont Dr., Paris, Tenn.;
Kenneth Chesney, At. 4, Box 420A,
Paris, Tenn.; R.C. Miller, At. 2, Box
273, Murray;
Reldon Norsworthy, Rt. 8, Box 85C,
Peter Jacobsma, HC 75, Box
Murray;
Giovan"Don
world
the
offered
148, Hamlin;
By HELEN STEFFEN
the
and
masterpiece,
his
ni,"
Mrs. Emma S. Hutson, P.O. Box
Alpha Mu Chapter Publicity Chairman
masterpiece of all opera. He died 367, Murray; Mrs. Donna G. Smith and
on Dec. 5, 1791 the age of 35, baby girl, 321 South 13th St., Murray;
The second meeting of Alpha
Ivan L. Hayden, Box 63, Columbus;
Kathie Fleming, president,
Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
presided and gave a reading of Miss Tina C. Fletcher and baby girl,
International Sorority of a three1307 Overby St., Murray.

Alpha Mu Chapter has
meeting at Lewis home

part Rush program was held
Tuesday, Oct. 20, at the home of
the hostess, Carol Lewis, of Lynn
Grove.
Rushees present were Lillian
Cook, rushee of Helen Steffen;
Marjorie Hall, Mike of Mary
Vidmer; ,and Jean F. Lewis,
rushee of Dortha Bailey.
Ws. Lewis, scrapbook chairman and telephone chairman, presented the educational on Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart who was
born Jan. 27, 1756, in Salzburg,
Austria, during an era known as
the "Age of Elegance,"
Wolfgang began playing the
-harpsichord at the age of 3 and at
5 started composing small pieces
while his father, Leopold (violinist and composer) jotted them
down, thus becoming the most
famous prodigy in history.
Wolfgang Mozart remains the
unique genius of the world of
music because of the intelligent
guidance of his father. At 6 when
Leopold introduced his gifted
children at the court Of Empress
Maria Theresa in Vienna, 1763,
and following that time, his life
became a chronicle of joUrneys
on tour playing the violin, harpsichord and organ at the French
Court, in England and Holland
and later Italy.
In 1786 he gave his first performance of "The Marriage of
Figairo" and a year later Mozart

"Prayers Can't Be Answered
Unless They are Prayed," from
the Salesian Mission Book.
Member Joan Vidmer who
lives in Eastern Kentucky and
serves as Jonquil Girl to the

chapter .will be returning to Murray to kve several months from
now.
Reports were given by Margaret Terhune, treasurer, and
Dorothy Bailey. Helen Campbell,
ways and means chairman, said
pecans had been ordered for the
chapter fundraiser. Members
brought items for Need Line.
Announcements were made as
follows:
Sing-a-Long and Bingo game
at West View Nursing Home on
Tuesday, Nov. 3, at 6 p.m.;
A luncheon at home of Helen
Steffen on Saturday, Nov. 7,
when Beta Nu chapter of Cadiz
will meet with Alpha Mu to make
plans for the Kentucky State
Council Convention in the spring
at which time Fleming will be
installed Kentucky State Council
president and Dorotha Bailey as
corresponding secretary;
Pledge Ceremony on Tuesday,
Nov. 17, at the home of Mary
Vidmer when a Reinstatement
Ceremony for Hazel Matthai will
be held and Dorotha Bailey and
Carol Lewis will receive the
Jewel Pin Ceremony.

Y VNI

One newborn admission, dismissals and iirie" expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Oct. 31, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Brian baby boy, parents, Normanda
d, Bill, At. 6, Box 205, Benton.
ani
Dismissals
Ben Blakely, 1662 Ryan Ave., Murray; William Urton, At. 1, Box 70A,
Murray; Albert C. Williams, Rt. 3,
Hickman;
Mrs. Nancy Mae Meacham, 1583
Mockingbird Lane, Murray; Charles B.
Wilson-, Box 133, Hazel;
Mrs. Dorethia Douglas and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 375, Camden, Tenn.;

Mrs Geraldine Baker, At. 1, Box 446„
Dexter,
Mrs Eva L. Lax, i-iC Box 25, New
Concord, Mrs. Pamela T. Carter and
baby girl, Rt 8, Mayfield;
Mrs Connie F. Swaim and baby
boy. P 0. Box 1133, Cadiz; Robert A.
Colley, Farmington;
Mrs. Julia, C. Parker, P.O. Box 14,
New Concord; Mrs. Melody Ann Plowman and twin baby boys, Rt. 3, Box
210A, Paris, Tenn.
Expiration
Mrs Novie Paschall, Rt. 7, Box 412,
Murray_

ic

•

OVEMBER
Salel

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murtay-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Nov. 1, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Boggess baby boy, mother, Alisha
Boggess, At. 1, Box 366, Dexter;
Smotherman baby girl, parents,
Sharlisa and Richard, Rt. 7, Box 528,
Murray.
Dismissals
William Ernest Green, 906 Vine St.,
Murray; Miss Kayla Nicole Siebert, At.
2, Box 412-1A, Calvert City;
Mrs. Opal Starks, At. 2, Box 59A,
Murray; Daniel B. Parks, 1623 Farmer
Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Marilyn H. Dumas and baby
boy, At. 1, Box 88, Dexter.
Expiration
Mrs. Blye Harrison, At. 2, Murray.

Silk Shirts

22.99
Reg.39.99
Beautiful
assortment
of 100% silk
shirts in red,
fuscia, green,
yellow & cream.

Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday Nov. 2, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs.: Evelyn Jones, 820 Sha-Wa
Circle, Murray; Mrs. Lucille Schuller,
CR Box 107A, Lake Shore, Hamlin;
Mrs. Freda Smith, Rt. 1, Box 135,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Teresa McCuiston,
717 River Rd., Murray;
Landon Russell, 1403 Valleywood,
Murray; Mrs. Roberta Solomon, 1610
Farmer Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Vickie Reese, At. 7, Box 258,
Murray; Mrs. Lena Lee, Rt. 2, Box 464,
Calvert City;
Stephen Cole, At. 4, McKenzie,
Tenn.; Mrs. Normanda Jeanine Brian
and baby boy, At. 6, Box 205, Benton.
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Expiration
Mrs. Lorena Troutman, P.O. Box
350, New Concord.
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Tailored career ;
looks in pants
& a huge assortment of stirrup
pants in fashion
colors & plaids. I
._

Novelty
Sweaters

22.99
Reg. To 44.99
GOSHEN BAZAAR - Obena Hale, from left, Sheila Tucker,
Madeline Parker and Imogene Palmer work on items for the
annual Christmas Bazaar of Goshen United- Methodist Church
Women. This will be Saturday, Nov. 7, starting at 8 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Featured will be holiday decorations,
wreaths, baked goods, crafts and other items.

Two New Services For Your Convenience

ups

Let us better serve }ou. 1%blie
you wait for your prescriptions,
we will send your packages via the
United Parcel Service or FAX
Important documents or letters to
their proper destination.

Pullovers,
cardigans
& more in
novelty
motifs,
stripes,
jacquards
& more.

Ski
Jackets &
Denim
Jackets

X
(5.02) 763-4180

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
tiloulale it%%hitnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

753-4175

39.0
Reg.89.99
Laura Lee Hoover, Tammy Hoover and Marsha Dale, chat with
Reba Keener, right, of David Lipscomb University at a Murray
Chapter membership tea. In center is Peggy Carraway.

Save
50%
Great
selection
casual
outerwear
jackets in
new fashion
styles.

Murray Chapter starts drive
The Murray Chapter of Associated Ladies for Lipscomb
(ALL) has started its fund-raising efforts. A successful membership
tea was held Oct. 11.
Reba.Keener, director of Lipscomb Associates, explained how
the group could foster a spirit of
friendship and fellowship among
women who are interested in
developing Christian values in
education.
Keener outlined ideas for fundraising projects to help a Calloway County student attend David
Lipscomb University, Nashville,
Tenn.
The newly-formed chapter,
Lipscomb's 22nd, discussed plans
for its upcoming pecan sales. One
pound bags of gourmet pecan

pieces or halves will be available
after Nov. 8 in time for holiday
baking. These will be shipped
from Camilla, Ga.
To place orders for the pecans,
call Peggy Carraway, first vice
president and pecan sales chairman at 435-4501, or Janie Parker,
president, at 753-9354. Marsha
Dale is second vice president and
Tammy Hoover is, treasurer.
The next ALL meeting will be
Sunday, Nov. 8, from 1 to 2:30
p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce Center. The program will feature "Holiday Decorating."

Jogging Suits

35.99

Dress Department
Take An Additional

SALE47.99

All ladies are welcome. Members may be alumni, parents of
DLU students, or friends of
Lipscomb.

Post Impresslons Perm
Reg. S55

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO

price ertec live through
Saturday November 7

Sale

JCPenney
Styling Salon

715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Bird* At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Spaclals *

-

247-8537

Reg. 69.99
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Wcimen lawmakers to push health, education

401

SW Bricallne
753 7581

Dad Mon -Li
759-4960

Hal tiance-Broicer
753-7955

Professional Real Estate
1103 Northwood Drive

759-1591

DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR. MARY BOLTON
Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Hours Monday thru Friday (9-5)
Wednesday until 6:00 p.m.
Bel-Air Center $.112th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

WASHINGTON (AP) — WIC& show.
"The women who won share a
an unprecedented victory behind
vision of the future together,"
them, Democratic women and
their supporters promised today Boxer said on the same program.
to push a congressional agenda "New priorities, domestic agenexpected to include health care, da,-, really having a pro-family
education and workplace reform. America. There is a kinship. I
"You are going to see a coali- think you'll see us move
tion ,of women that will get to together," she said.
There are now a record three
.from day one to get this
wort'
. country back on track," said Pat- women in the Senate — Barbara
ty Murray, one of four women Mikulski, D-Md., re-elected
who captured seats in the Senate Tuesday; Nancy Kassebaum, RKan., not on the ballot again until
in Tuesday's election.
The victories by state legislator 1996; and Jocelyn Burdick,
Murray in Washington, former D-N.D., filling in temporaiily for
San Francisco Mayor Dianne her late husband.
Women also made substantial
Feinstein and Rep. Barbara Boxer
in California and Carol Moseley gains in the House. Most of these
Braun in Illinois mean there will victors, like all four of the
be seven women in the Senate, at senators-elect, are Democrats.
"I like to think it will mean
least temporarily.
"That's a big change in a body
that women will flavor the priorithat is as stolid, sometimes, as ties toward health care and eduunmovable, as the United States cation and more favorable workSenate," Feinstein said today. ing conditions for everyone,"
"You will see women work said Harriet Woods, president of
together and work for change in a the nonpartisan National
way which is unparalleled," she
Women's Political Caucus.
predicted on NBC's "Today"
Blacks, Hispanics, Asian-

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

1;30
VALUE

`15

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
It you want more care and treatment,
we do all the papenvork.

FREE.

1
1
1

:)IS.CLAMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATON OR TREATMENT MI104 IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT."

CALL tor your FREE appointment NOW!

$30
I

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE
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MM MOM MOID

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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759-1116
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CALL NOW.
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Americans and American Indians
also made historic gains in the
congressional voting.
"I sense the hopes and prayers,
the pains and fears of my ancestors. And I also sense their jubilation and joy," said Eva Clayton, a North Carolina educator
elected to the-House from a predominantly black district.
Blacks took advantage of district lines redrawn under a
strengthened Voting Rights Act
to capture their first House seats
since the 1800s in Alabama, Florida, Virginia and North and South
Carolina.
Their victories, along with
those of others elected Tuesday,
bring the number of blacks in the
House to 38 — a gain of 13.
"This is clear evidence of the
enhanced power and political
influence of African Americans,"
said Rep. Edolphus Towns,
D-N.Y., chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus.
Braun, the Cook County (Chicago) recorder of deeds, is the
first black woman ever elected to
the Senate, which has not had
any black members at all since
Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass.,
left office in 1979.
"It shows what we can do
when we come together, when we
stop them from dividing us along
race and gender lines," she told
her supporters.
Hispanic winners included
Nydia Velasquez of New York,
who will be the first Puerto Rican
woman in Congress, and
members-elect from California,
Florida, Illinois, New Jersey and
Texas.
"It's the end of the beginning
of political anonymity for the
Hispanic community," said Raul
Yzaguirre„president of the
National Council of La Raza, an
Hispanic activist group.
Asian-Americans won at least

five of the record eight seats they
contested for'the Senate and
House. One lost and two races
were too close to call from
incomplete returns early today.
California Republican Jay Kim,
became the first Korean-born
American elected to the House.
In Colorado, Democratic Rep.
Ben Nighthorse Campbell
became the first American Indian
to win election to the Senate.
Wisconsin's Ada Deer, however,
failed in her bid to become the
first American Indian woman in
_
Congress.
Other female losers included
Senate candidates Geri RothmanSerot in Missouri, Lynn Yeakel
in Pennsylvania, Claire Sargent
in Arizona, Jean Lloyd-Jones in
Iowa, Gloria O'Dell in Kansas
and Charlene Haar in South
Dakota. All but Haar were
Democrats.
All three women who ran for
governor — Democrats Dorothy
Bradley of Montana and Deborah
Arnesen of New Hampshire and
Republican Elizabeth Aim Leonard of Rhode Island — were
defeated.
Yeakel lost to GOP Sen. Arlen
Specter after a campaign in
which she berated him for his
treatment of Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas' accuser,
Anita Hill. Yeakel congratulated
the female winners on their
movement into "the halls of
power."
"I think the political world
will take note of the political
power of women," said Ellen
Malcolm, president of Emily's
List, which 'recruited Democratic
women candidates and raised $6
million for their campaigns.
The Center for the American
Woman And Politics at Rutgers
University reported that 2,375
women were running for election
or re-election as state legislators,
compared with 1,643 in 1982.

•Clinton promises...
political glossary.
FROM PAGE 1
Beginning was a new day for
popular vote, to 38 percent for
Bush and 19 percent for Ross the Democratic Party and its
young ticket, the 46-year-old
Perot.
The Arkansas governor had "Arkansas governor and his
huge electoral margin: He won 44-year-old running mate, Ten32 states and the District of coi- nessee Sen. Al Gore. On Jan. 20,
,#mbia, for 370 electoral votes, the nation's leadership will be
well past the 270 needed for vic- passed for the first time to memtory. Bush won 18, with 168 bers of the generation shaped by
electoral votes. Perot didn't win a the Vietnam War.
"We feel good tonight," Gore
state, but had the best showing of
"But think of how we're
said.
70
in
candidate
third-party
a
going to feel when we change a
yam.
"It's over," Bush whispered to country."
Change was the theme of virtuhis wife Barbara in Houston,
where he congratulated ,Clinton ally every campaign, from the
and pledged his cooperation in White House to the statehouse.
To varying degrees, the voters
the transition of power.
"There is important work to be delivered.
Eleven new senators were
done and America must always
come first," said Bush, the fourth elected, four of them Democratic
president in this century denied a women: Barbara Boxer and Diansecond term. "So we will get ne Feinstein of California, Patty
behind this new president and Murray of Washington and Carol
Moseley Braun of Illinois, the
wish him well."
black woman ever elected to
first
was
candidacy
Perot, whose
the very symbol of the turbulent the Senate.
Just three Senate incumbents
political season now ended,
too.
Clinton
saluted
were ousted: Democrat Terry
"We need to all work together Sanford of North Carolina and
and work with the new admi- Republicans Robert Kasten of
nistration and give it a world Wisconsin and John Seymour of
class best effort to get these prob- California. Democrat Wyche
lems solved," said the Dallas bil- Fowler of Georgia was headed
lionaire, who ran a strong but dis- for a runoff.
tant third after spending S60 milAt best, the Democrats would
lion on his campaign.
pick up one seat for a 58-42 split.
Clinton's election foreshaMore than 100 new, members
dowed a tide of change in were elected to the House where
Washington after a doien years Democrats have held a majority
of Republican rule.
for 38 years. Republicans MO&
Ending, all at once, will be the only modest gains after predictReagan-Bush era, Democratic ing much more.
exile from the White House, and
Democrats won or led in the
the divided government that fight for 259 seats, while the
spawned the word "gridlock," GOP captured or was ahead in
this year's favorite addition to the the battle for 175 others.
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Quayle says views are similar
INDIANAPOLIS — Vice President Dan Quayle accepted his
first ballot box defeat with grace
and said today the new president's views on some issues
"may be more compatible with
mine" than with those of liberals
in Congress.
Quayle left no doubt he intends
to remain in politics and said in
an interview on ABC's "Good
Morning America" that "Bill
Clinton certainly ran a much better campaign" than that of his
opponents.
"Bill Clinton ran a very good
campaign, almost error free from
the convention forward," Quayle
said. He said he could sense the
doom of the Republican ticket in
the final week before the voting.
"You could feel this thing
slipping away in the last days of
the campaign," he said. He said
the reindictment of former
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger on Iran-Contra related
charges on the Friday before the
election represented "the last nail
in the coffin."
Quayle said the president-elect
"may be calling on Republican
help from time to time.'He did
not run as a traditional Democrat.
He ran as a new type of Democrat, a more conservative Democrat. And some of his ideas may
be more compatible with ideas of
mine than some of the liberal
Democrats in Congress."
Quayle pointed to Clinton's
health-care plan, which puts
emphasis on the role of the private sector, and said it had much
in common with Republican
views.
"He also said he wasn't going
to tax the middle class," Quayle
said. "We will certainly make
sure that he adheres to it."
On Election Night, Quayle told
400 boisterous Republican loyalists: "WE have made a difference and will continue to make a
difference." His supporters circulated pins that said: "Quayle in

tor as his running mate.
And they say it was no secret
that Quayle argued strenuously
inside the administration against
the 1990 budget deal that broke
Bush's no-new-taxes pledge and

tinue to stand up and to speak for
what I believe in."
He struck a positive tone when
the crowd booed at the mention
of President-elect Bill Clinton's
name.
"No, this is Bill Clinton's
night," said Quayle, raising his
hand to silence the Bronx cheers.
"If he runs the country as well as
he ran his campaign, we'll be all
right."
The vice president was flying
back to Washington this afternoon for a reunion at the White
House with President Bush.
Had Bush won re-election,
Quayle instantly would have been
among a handful of top contenders for the GOP presidential
nomination in 1996 despite his
highly negative poll ratings and
running battle with what he characterizes as the "cultural elite."
Now he would have to overcome not only that unpopularity,
but the added negative of having
run on a ticket defeated in a
landslide.
However, Quayle aides argue
that his aggressive campaign performance this year has laid to rest
the ghost of his anemic outing in
1988 when Bush tapped the
young, conservative Indiana sena-
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We only buy when we get a special
deal, we buy in huge quantities
and we pass the savings on to you!

for a more issues-oriented campaign this year.
Nonetheless, Mitch Daniels, a
former Reagan White House
political director, said Quayle
"ought to examine some options
outside of politics."
"It's hard to .come off these
four years and this election and
move in a straight line" toward
the 1996 GOP nomination, said
Daniels, now an Eli Lilly & Co.
vice president.
If Quayle has any plans beyond
Jan. 20, Inauguration Day, he has
not disclosed them to his staff.
He is a lawyer and once worked
for his father's newspaper in
Huntington, Ind. But he has spent
most of his adult life in politics.
The Quayles own a home in
suburban McLean, Va., and two
of their children attend private
high schools in Washington. The
third has just started college.
Marilyn Quayle put her own law
career on hold in 1976 when her
husband first ran for Congress.
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Murray, KY 42071
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While Quayle, 45, wasn't willing to don one of the pins himself, he assured the supporters
that "I have always stood up for
what I believe in and I will con-
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MSU will host
academic teams
Murray State University will
welcome academic teams from 30
area high schools Tuesday, Nov.
17 for the ninth annual President's Invitational Western Kentucky Academic Tournament.
The competition, sponsored by
the Murray State Honors Program, will be held on the third
floor of the Curris Center from 8
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Competition will consist of
quick recall questions for the
team, each to which will have
four members and two alternates.
The consolation round will
begin at 1:05 p.m., with the final
round beginning at 1:45 p.m. The
awards ceremony is scheduled for
2:25 p.m. All twitches are -open to ,
the public.
Paul Radke, director of School
Relations at Murray State, will
present a $1,000 scholarship to
the first place school and a $500
scholarship to the second place
school.

Taking out
garbage rare
event for family
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) —
Taking ,out the garbage is a rare
event for the Burger family.
That's why television camera
crews and reporters joined them
Monday at the Broome County
Nanticoke Sanitary Landfill,
tvhere they dumped two years'
worth of garbage — all contained
in a single 32-gallon can of
refuse.
"This is an incredible accomplishment," said County Executive Timothy M. Grippen, who
presented the four-member family with a certificate honoring
their recycling efforts.
Chris Burger explained that his
family avoids waste by shopping
only for durable necessities, recycling and taking things apart,
such as removing plastic from
metal.
They keep a compost pile outside their rural home and take
plastics that aren't collected by
the county's recycling program to
outlets out of town.

Injection reduces
heart rhythm
problems after surgery
BALTIMORE (AP) — An
injection of a magnesium solution
following bypass surgery drastically reduces heart rhythm problems, according to a study published today.
"We don't understand why it
works, but it does," said Dr. Bart
Chernow, a physician at Sinai
Hospital of Baltimore.
Results of the study were published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
The research involved 100
patients randomly selected when
they entered the New England
Medical Center in Boston for
bypass surgery.
Fifty received an injection of
magnesium chloride solution. The
rest received a placebo. Eight of
the 50 treated with magnesium,
or 16 percent, suffered heart
rhythm problems after surgery,
while 17 of the placebo patients,
or 34 percent, had erratic
heartbeats.
Magnesium is believed to relax
blood vessel walls and improve
blood flow. A British study
released in June found that magnesium injections immediately
following a heart attack improved
chances of survival.

Prices Good
Nov. 4 thru
Nov. 10
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BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Rate Available ()I.R.A. (S50 minimum)
Hated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
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1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
90141
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9/teuen
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
I

I

Field's Boneless

U.S. Choice

Eckrich Light Pork Country

Gold Kist Grade 'A'

Kentuckian Ham Sausage Round Steak
59r
$ 1 39
Lb.
- Sliced
1
1 Lb.
Catfish
Smoked
1/2 or Whole
Bacon
Fillets

Whole Fryers
S Choice
Bonelecs
Sirlor

Park

$ w
Boneless $2.09

Sausage
$ 99

U.S. Choice

Ribeye Steak
Red Cross

Spaghetti

$429

$259

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Beef
Ground
3-4 b. Pkg.

Sirloin Tip or
Rump Roast

Peanut
Butter

69°

1
89u!).

49C

Tip Steak

$329

$ 1 29 r,

Cook's Center Sliced

Smoked Ham
19
Lb.

$2

239

Corn
Oil

$ 1 19

Flav-O-Rich

2% Milk
Gal. $189

Sunflower

Dixie Crystal

Corn Meal Mix

Sugar
• $179
I
5W.

Hyde Park Grade 'A Self-Basting

Order Your Pit Baked Ham,
Smoked Turkey or
BBQ Shoulder
For Thanksgiving

Turkey
W/Tender Timer
With $15 Add. Purchase
Excluding Tob. & Drink Special

13-16 Lb

114.91.b

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 12 pk. $299

00c
Coke, Diet Coke, s el
7
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 2 Liter 99

Hunts Whole

Luck's 15 oz.

Tomatoes

141/2 0z. 59'

Carolina Gold

$ 29
89

Apple Juice

64 oz. I
Creamora Non-Dairy Reg. or Light $

Creamer
Vlasic Sweet

$ 1 69

Pickles

16 oz.

I

Chicken & Dumplins $1 19
Ocean Spray

Ocean Spray

Cranberry Sauce

Sunflower Plain or Self-Rising

Flour

5 Lb.

Cranberry Juice

$199
69'
oz $269

gal.

64

Hershey's

Cocoa

8 oz.

Sweet Sue 141/2 oz.

Chicken Broth

2

)
q
/toduce

Eckrich

Eckrich

Owen's Best

Bologna

Ham
Boiled
96% Fat Free

BBQ Ribs
9
,
$35

9

79'
$ 1 99
89,

16 oz.

Bama Blackberry Jam,

e

Lb.

Prairie Farm

MilkRoll
WholeSingle
Sparkle
Paper Towels

Jelly or Preserves 16 oz.

20 oz.

99

EARN
6.25%

0

$329
Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham
59
Lb.

$3

Owen's Best
L
Storemade

Potato Salad

New Crop
Red Florida

New Crop
Florida 4 Lb. Bag

Golden
Ripe

Oranges

Bananas

39
Washington State
Fancy Red Delicious -

Grapefruit

29 1

99

Lb.

5 lb. Bag

Washington State
Bartlett

U.S. #1 Red
5 Lb. Bag

Pears

Potatoes

Apples

890
69c
99fb. 49!
.

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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SECTION B
Workshop set
for college
entrance test

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
Ar r

1

1.0.1

Educational Talent Search at
Murray State University will hold
a free workshop Monday, Nov. 9,
for adults who plan to take the
ACT, a college entrance test.
"The Preparing for the ACT"
workshop will be presented by
Dot Newbern, an Educational
Talent Search counselor at Murray State. The study will highlight each section of the teit and
will provide helpful test-taking
strategies. Areas to be covered
include science reasoning, math,
English and reading.
The workshop is helpful to
adult students who may have
been out of school for several
years, she said.
"We won't try to tell you that
we'll teach you everything...We
try to brush them up on the skills
they already have,— she said.
Educational Talent Search
offers a workshop each time
before Murray State administers
it residual ACT. Newbern said
the residual examination differs
from the national examination
because it is offered only to those
who plan to attend MSU. Also,
she said since the residual ACT is
scored at the university, test
results are available the next day,
while it takes weeks for the regular national examination to be
graded.
The next residual ACT examination will be offered Jan. 11,
1993, at Murray State University.
The Nov. 9 workshop will be
held from 6 to 9 p.m. in room
104 of Faculty Hall on campus.
To reserve a spot at the "Preparing for the ACT" workshop, call
Dot Newbern at MSU's Educational Talent Search at (502)
762-3734, or 1-800-347-6787.

623 SOUTH 4TH STREET

759-1144
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MN faculty
will write
communication text
Dr. A.C. "Buddy" Krizan,
chaidnan of the Department of
Office Systems and Business
Education at Murray State University, and Dr. Jules Harcourt,
professor emeritus, have contracted with South-Western Publishing Co. of Cincinniti, Ohio to
write a new textbook titled
"Communication for Business"
and to write the thrid edition of
their current textbook titled "Business Communication."
"The College of Business and
Public Affairs is pleased to have
faculty members writing 'textbooks that will be used across
the nation in colleges and universities," said Dr. John A. Thompson, dean of the college.
Krizan and Harcourt's coauthor is Dr. Patricia Merrier of
the University of Minnesota at
Duluth. Their new book, "Communication for Business," will be
written primarily for four-year
colleges and universities.
According to a recent study,
with about 1900 business communication books on the market,
"Business Communication" currently ranks third in adoptions
overall — it is second in adoptions by community colleges and
is tied for fourth place in fouryear institutions.
"Our accrediting agency,
AACSB (American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business),
expects our faculty to be involved
in the development of instructional materials," Thompson said.

Margarine Spread

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rats

Holland Motor Sales
Fast Main St.

753 4461

Indian Summer

Apple Cider

Ultra Cheer Great Northern

00
Gal.
Jug

15 oz.
Can

PRODUCE DEPARTMENT

MEAT DEPARTMENT

U.S. #1 White
er Family Pack

Potatoes

Leg Quarters

Smithfield
Hot or Mild

Red, Golden, Jonathon or Rome

Eckrich

Sausage

Apples

Bologna
Lb.

3 Lb.
Bag

1 Lb Pkg.

Carro s

'D&T" Best

Ground Beef

"The type of research and writing
that Harcourt and Krizan do contributes directly to the reputation
of the College of Business and
Public Affairs and supports our
efforts to maintain our
accreditation."

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

[MAAS

Blue Bonnet

1 Lb. Bag

3 Lbs.
or More

U.S.D.A. Choice

1-Bone
Steak

For

97'

48 Large Head
Lb.

Lettuce
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SPORTS
HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

COMMENTARY

Final1surge

NBA -players
retreat from
Tigers' win over Falcons
Magic crisis
It is comforting to blame
the players for running Mag
ic Johnson out of the game.
.It is comforting to think that
he took a vote, found his
constituency numbered just
one, and finding so little
support among his peers, became convinced the time
had come to move on.
Comforting, but wrung.
Sift through the accounts
of his sudden exit from
basketball Monday and you
find that .the blame falls
squarely, almost uniformly,
on the shoulders of the very
same people that Magic
Johnson helped make rich.
Somehow, what was regarded
before Johnson's re-retirement
as not much more than a
collection of whispers and
half-spoken reservations had
swelled to a full-throated
roar immediately after it.
"Again, the Magic is
pone; Pressured by Teammates and Opponents, Johnson Retires 'For Good"
read the headline in one
big-city newspaper. "Mass
Hysteria Shuts the Door"
was the banner on another,
suggesting the players had

sets final with Maroons
By STEVE PARKER
mummy Ledger* Times Sports &NW
REIDLAND, Ky. — Either the
Murray High Tigers were more
concerned with Tuesday night's
election results or they were
looking ahead to Thursday's First
Region Boys' Soccer Tournament
finals. Nevertheless, they didn't
seem overly concerned with
Tuesday's semifinal opponent.
Fort Campbell was a team that
the Tigers beat 3-0 on the final
night of the regular season and
seemed to be in Tuesday's game
at Reidland High School only
when the Tigers let them.
Nevertheless, Murray was able
to get an early lead and counter
the Falcons' two scores to keep
them at an arm's length before
exploding for four goals in the
final 30 minutes to take a 7-2
victory.
Murray, moving to 17-5 with
their ninth victory in a row, will
now meet Madisonville in Thursday's final after the Maroons
turned back Paducah Tilghman
1-0 in Tuesday's first semifinal
game. Game time is set for 7

p.m. at Reidland.
After Tuesday's victory in the
cold and rain, many of the Tigers
agreed that their effort was dictated by Fort Campbell. They
turned their game on and off
depending on how close the Falcons got.
-That's a good description fOr
it," Tiger head coach James
Weatherly said after the game, in
which he rarely looked concerned. "We'd go into lulls and
then decide to put pressure on the
ball."
Foreign exchange student Joe
Stensen was the Falcons' only
threat, as they left winger
knocked in the team's only two
goals.
Murray was led by sophomore
Roman Shapla's three goals arxl
David Gressler's two. Gressler's
second goal came just seconds
after Stensen scored to cut the
Tigers' lead to 3-2 early in the
second half.
"John Key crossed it to Roman
and he headed it at the goalkeeper," said Gressler, who made the
IN TURN TO PAGE 38

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High's Russell Adkins (4) and John Key (2) surround a Fort Campbell player during Tuesday night's 7-2 win over the Falcons.

Breazeale anxious to see fruits of team's labor
By GREG ALLEN
MU Sports Information Dept.

4

fled from John...m. en 'num%
as from a leper.
"Frankly, that puzzled
me," Charles Grantham, head
of the NBA Players Association, started off a telephone
conversation Tuesday.
"Up until the moment he
left, it was clear there was a
majority of players who had
accepted the fact of competing against an individual
who was HIV-positive. And
there were other people,
clearly a minority, who had
voiced some concerns. The
same kind of concerns, I
suspect, that most people
have.
"But if you go back and
look at what they said publicly, none of them said they
wouldn't play against him.
None. .... And I won't
pretend to know what it was
that, made Earvin too uncomfortable to go ahead with
this,. He pointed out those
,concerns were one reason for
his decision, but he also
made clear there were
others."
In his written statement,
Johnson said, "It has
become obvious that various
controversies surrounding my
return are taking away from
both basketball as a sport
and the larger issue of living
with HIV for me and the
many people affected."
There is a need for scapegoats at disturbing moments
like this one, but it hardly
advances the "larger issue"
referred to above to try and
- close the circle around only
the NBA players.
What Magic likely feared
at least as much as the concerns his opponents — and
even some of the people on
his own bench — would
voice were the questions the
rest of us would demand be
answered at every turn.
The lingering doubts about
his sexuality, his health and
his very private fears. About
whether a small cut or
scrape at the start of a
game was the reason he
played so miserably, afterward
or why the bodies in the
lane parted so conveniently
on this or that late drive to
the basket.
As composed as he has
always appeared, it is difficult to imagine Magic losing
• TURN TO PAGE 3B

After weeks of preseason conditioning, aerobics and karate, the
1992-93 Murray State Lady Racer _basketball team began practice
Sunday with high anticipation.
"Things went great," secondyear head coach Kelly Breazeale
said. "The intensity was up and
the enthusiasm was tremendous."
Last season Breazeale introduced the "run-and-stun" offense
and this sesaon she looks for the
same type of up-tempo offense.
"We are going to run a highoctane offense and a pressing
defense," Breazeale said. "You

will never see one star on this redshirt freshman.
ray, is the team's top returning her shots.
team because we are going to be
"Alghough we are a young
scorer, averaging 13 points and
Senior co-captain Kristi Snell
very balanced. We will need our team with on' two seniors, I
2.5 assists a game last year. One could be one of the biggest surbench to produce."
think we will be a team to be of three co-captains, Parker will prises this season, according to
Last year the Lady Racers fin- reckoned with," Breazeale said. be looked upon for leadership on Breazeale.
ished 12-15 overall and 6-8 in the "The young players CSMC out and -and off the court.
"Kristi is a tremendous athlete
Ohio Valley Conference. Picked -showed great court awareness
"We have a young team that -,iittat has improved every phase of
preseason to finish in last place and skill level, while the older . has a lot of.. potent0," Parkfcr.r.her game in the off-season,"
last season, the Lady Racers sur- players came out with the same
said. "We are going to work hard Breazeale said. "She Can play the
prised everyone and was one excitement and focus that they
and hopefully make it to the two or the three spot and can
game away from going to the left with last year."
tournament."
score on the drive with her quickOVC tournament.
Mechelle Shelton, a 6-4 center ness or hit the open jumper."
Trying to replace nearly 54
"Lasy year we put the pride percent of the scoring and 56 per- from Albany, is the team's top
Snell, a 5-9 guard/forward
back in the Lady Racer program," cent of the rebounds, the Lady
returning rebounder, averaging from House Springs, Mo., averBreazeale said. "This year we are Racers will look to junior Jennif5.5 boards and 5.8 points a game. aged 2.3 points and 1.5 rebounds
much more focused and intense." er Parker for the scoring and
Shelton, a co-captain, made con- a game last season, but says the
The Lady Racers return six senior Mechelle Shelton for the
siderable improvement last sea- best is yet to come.
players from last season and wel- rebounds.
son, blocking a team-high 38
come eight newcomers and one
shots and hitting 55.5 percent of • TURN TO PAGE 3B
Parker, a 5-6 guard from Mur-

NBA making move against AIDS
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Wrtier

NEW YORK (AP) — Since
fear of AIDS played a role in
ending Magic Johnson's NBA
career, the next logical step
could be some form of testing
for players.
Johnson, who tested positive
for the AIDS virus last year,
retired from the Los Angeles
Lakers for a second time Monday. While he didn't make his
reasoning clear, a major factor
was the statements of concern
about the dangers of playing
against him.
"Each player has his own
comfort level," NBA Players
Association executive director

Charles Grantham said. "For
the most part, that comfort level
is that they will play with him
(Johnson), but they have
concerns."
But Grantham added that the
element of fear among players
is overstated.
"Calling this mass hysteria,
as one headline in New York
put it, is a major leap from the
minority of players who had
legitimate concerns about playing with Magic Johnson,"
Grantham said. "Mass hysteria
hasn't been demonstrated here.
There are a lot of questions that
have to be answered before we
leap into mandatory AIDS testing among players."
Grantham said any testing

Reds trade O'Neal to Yankees
for Kelly; first of many moves
NEW YORK (AP) — A week after shaking up their front office,
the Cincinnati Reds began making changes on the field.
The Reds traded outfielder Paul O'Neill and a minor leaguer to
the New York Yankees for All-Star outfielder Roberto Kelly on
Tuesday in the first of what might be many moves for both teams.
Kelly, 28, has a .280 batting average for his six years in the
major leagues. He hit .272 in 152 games for the Yankees in 1992,
with 31 doubles, 10 home runs. 66 RBIs and 28 stolen bases.
He started 99 games in center field and 47 games in left field last
season. Kelly drove in two runs for the American League in this
year's All-Star game.
"I feel this is a good move for both tallns... new Reds general
manager Jim Bowden said. "Roberto is a five-tool player. That is,
he is average or above average in five offensive categories, and we
think he'll be a better player on Astroturf. He will show more power for us, and he gives us a guy who can steal 30 bases."
"He's got power, and I think he'll have more power in our stadium than he did in Yankee Stadium where there's a big left
field," he said.
The changes in the Reds' front office started last week with
Bowden replacing Bob Quinn Also, Tony Perez was named manager to replace Lou Piniella.
O'Neill, 29, has played his entire career in the Cincinnati organization.

procedure would have to be part
of a labor-management
agreement.
"There's the problem of
false positives, who tests and
who doesn't, when the tests are
to be made," he said. "No one
has questioned what the full
ramifications of testing would
be.„
Last February at the All-Star
Game, as Johnson was preparing to make his first appearance
as a player since his first retirement, Charles Barkley was
among those who suggested
Johnson shouldn't play. But
Barkley said it was not because
he was afraid, but because he
• TURN TO PAGE 3B

BASEBALL

Dodger first baseman
Karros NL's top rookie
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Eric
Karros doesn't intend to dwell on
his National League Rookie of
the Year award.
Karros, barely considered a
keeper by the Los Angeles Dodgers heading into spring training,
eventually won the first base job
and went on to have an outstanding year, hitting .257 with 20
homers and 88 RBIs.
He says all that's nice, but one
season isn't a career.
"It keeps you going, knowing
guys come and go in this game.

The trick is not getting there, but
staying, having some longevity.
I've only played one year and my
goal is to play a number of years.
"What I did last year doesn't
matter now; it's what I do in
1993," Karros said Tuesday in a
conference call from Japan,
where he is touring with a major
league all-star team.
Karros was named first on 22
of the 24 ballots and received 116
points overall from the Baseball
Writers Association of America.
Montreal outfielder Moises Alou
was second with 30 points, followed by Pittsburgh knuckleballer Tim Wakefield with two firstplace votes and 29 points.

PRO FOOTBALL

Bills begin to hear Rich boo birds
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP)
Kelly said he no longer feels
— Root, root, root for the home he's playing for the fans.
team has become rip, rip, rip into
"The way I look at it, we're
the Buffalo Bills Sunday at Rich playing this year for ourselves
Stadium.
and we're going out there and
The Bills, trailing winless New doing what we have to do to win
England 7-0 at the half, were for the Buffalo Bills," he said
razzed by their fans as they immediately after the Bills rallied
headed to the locker room, and to beat the Patriots 16-7.
the shabby treatment didn't sit
Given a day to think it over,
well with many of the players. Kelly reiterated his remarks MonKelly was among those day, although he was quick to try
who criticized the boo-birds for and put the matter to rest.
turning on the two-time AFC
"Why should I change them?"
Champions, saying the fans have he said of his postgame remarks.
become spoiled by the Bills' "I don't want to make a big issue
success.
out of it. ... Jim Kelly says one
"I think we spoiled everyone thing and all of a sudden it's
by averaging 40 points the first magnified."
four games," Kelly said. "All of
Several other players have
a sudden, now something's made note recently of the somewrong with the offense. I kind of times fickle nature of Bills fans,
spoiled myself."
who have grown accustomed to

success after two straight Super
Bowl seasons.
Even coach Mary Levy has
detected a segment of fans he
feels are overly pessimistic.
"Some of them impress me as
if they might have been ready to
surrender the day after Pearl Harbor," he said. "But we're not."
Special teams standout Steve
Tasker said the Bills' success has
made for high expectations.
"They (fans) hold us to a more
scrutinizing eye this year, but
we've earned it," he said.
"We've earned that burden."
Buffalo fans "expect us to
breeze through everybody," wide
receiver Andre Reed said.
"When something (bad) happens,
it's like, 'Hey, wttat's happening
here?"fhey're just not used to it,
which is understandable."
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Actions & Reactions
BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) - Eric Davis, who missed much of last season
because of injuries, filed for free agency along with suspended pitcher
Pascual Perez. Fourteen players filed, increasing the record total to 129.
As many as 27 potentially are eligible to file by Sunday's deadline.
Davis, 30, came to Los Angeles from Cincinnati in a Nov. 27, 1991
trade and hit .228 with five homers and 32 RBIs in 76 games. Perez, a
35-yew-old nght-hander with the New York Yankees, was suspended for
one year by then-commissioner Fay Vincent on March 6 following a positive test for cocaine. He must apply to the executive council for
reinstatement.
Also filing were California catcher Mike Fitzgerald, Detroit pitcher Frank
Tanana, Kansas City shortstop Curtis Wilkerson, Milwaukee second baseman Jim Gantner, Minnesota outfielder Chili Davis, Yankees pitcher Tim
Burke, Seattle catcher Lance Parrish, Atlanta pitcher Alejandro Pena,
Dodgers pitcher John Candelaria, New York Mots outfielder Kevin Bass
and Pittsburgh pitcher Danny Cox.
TOKYO (AP)- Cincinnati's Norm Charlton walked in the winning run in
the eighth inning as the Japan All-Stars routed a team of major leaguers
10-3. Charlton failed to retire any of the five batters he faced, walking
three and allowing two singles. The major league team is 3-1 in the eightgame tour.

FOOTBALL
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- Former Minnesota Vikings defensive tackle Alan
Page easily moved into the Minnesota Supreme Court in an election
forced by his legal challenge. Page, 47, became the first black elected to
the high court by defeating Kevin Johnson in the first race since 1966 for
an open seat on the seven-member court.
SUWANEE, Ga. (AP) - Atlanta quarterback Chris Miller has been
placed on injured reserve after undergoing surgery on his left knee. Miller
was injured in the third quarter of Sunday's 30-28 victory over the Los
Angeles Rams.

BASKETBALL
• EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP)- New Jersey traded guard Mookie
Blaylock and forward Roy Hinson to Atlanta for guard Rumeal Robinson.
Blaylock averaged 13.8 points a game and 6.8 assists last season. Hinson, a nine-year veteran, did not play last season and has seen limited
action over the past three season because of an injured right knee. Robinson averaged 13 points and 5.5 assists last season.
SAN ANTONIO (AP)-For the second time in five months, San Antonio
guard Willie Anderson has undergone leg surgery. A rod was inserted into
Anderson's right leg in a surgery similar to one performed June 2 on his
left leg.

Former NBA scoring great
heads GBA's Sharpshooters
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (AP) as there would be in the NBA."
Barry, 48, retired as a player in
- There is no more appropriate
after scoring 25,259 points
1980
place for Rick Barry start his
ABA and NBA. He won
the
in
team
a
with
than
coaching career
titles in both leagues and
scoring
called the Sharpshooters.
on championship
played
also
risky
In what may seem a
both.
in
teams
on
back
his
turned
move, Barry
Although his only link with
several broadcasting opportunisince retiring has been
basketball
ties to coach the Cedar Rapids
Sharpshooters, a new franchise in as a television analyst. Barry is
in his
the Global Basketball confident he can succeed
venture.
new
Association.
"I've had a great deal of
It's minor-league basketball,
seeing how coaches
experience
but Barry doesn't mind. He
he said. "Over the
things,"
do
to
place
perfect
thinks it's a
years when I was broadcasting, I
prove himself.
"It will give me an opportuni- talked with every coach who party to find out if I really and truly ticipated in the NBA. I knew
do like coaching," he said Tues- their offensive and defensive phiday. "And I get to do it without losophies and strategies against
being in a big fish bowl like you teams, and I had a chance to
would have in the NBA and with- watch their philosophies..
Barry wilL be paid $150,000
out as many expectations on me

III NBA making...
FROM PAGE 28
believed Johnson shouldn't
have to deal with the
aggravation.
Asked Tuesday if Johnson
took his advice, Barkley said,
"I think that's what it eventually came down to."
"I was referring to him getting out because of the criticism
and the turmoil," Barkley said,

recalling his All-Suir state- ments. "I didn't want that,
because Magic is a good guy,
:And I knew that anonymous
''people would sit around and
'snipe at him."
Barkley refused to criticize
Malone.
- "Karl Malone was a man
about it -he stood up and said
G.what he had to say," Barkley
said.

•Tigers' win over Falcons...
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REB ARD
"See me for all your family L11V

t1/11 e needs

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Slats Farm insuranca companies
Horns Office: Bloomington: Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Finn Is There.

Jane Ho ers 753-9627
7s

4
7.3
4 'aduCall ilghinan
9-1 67
5
8-1 62
5 rtg Green
6
7.3 39
7
7 Ashland Belzer
9-1 10
9
8 Manon Co
6-4 22 10
Warren Central
B-2 '9
6
10 Clay Co
Others receiving vows Oidham Co Owensboro.
Nelson Co. Hoplunsintis Meade Co L,ncoln Co.
Cow Holmes

NBA PRESEASON
Meadow's 1380111011
San Antonio 109, Delis 106
Utah 126, Phosix 112
Golden State 122, LA CIppers 116
Tuesday's Gems
Hall el Fern. Game
At Springfield, Maw.
Portland 124 Charba• 118

KENTUCKY PREP POLL
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) - The top teems in the
Kentucky Associated Press Non school tweak poll.
id first-plea votes. records. towl points and_piious ra nkings
Claes AAAA
FPV Red TP "v.
Rank-School
1
(12) 10-0 120
1 Lou Trinity
2
9.1 106
Xavier
St
Lou
2.
3
0-1 94
3. Chrhilan Co.
,4
8-2 84
4. Lou. Word
7
8-2 50
5. Les Bryan VW
44
8.2
6. Clark Co.
7.3 43
7 Lou Duthie
7.3 29 10
& Lou. Male .
5
8-2 25
9. Lou. Does
8-2
17 •
Laurel
tO. Scud
OW'S reosiing voles Boone Co. Apo6o. Central
Hardn: Lou. Eastern. Batt Carlini. Lou Holy Cross
Snob/ Co.. North Hardin_

sialk-Sckesi

Cl. AAA
FPV Rod TP
t11) 10-0 119
(t) 10-0 102
9-1 96

1. Co.. Catholc
2. Bell Co
3, FlThom Highlands

Claes AA
FPV Rcd TP Pee
Rank-School
1
(12) 10-0 120
1 Demi.
9-1 106
2
2 kleyeeld
9-1 03
3
3 Rockcasile Co
8.1 76 4
4 Fon carnotoi
8-1 62
5
5 Anderson Co
8-2 61
6
6 Glasgow
7
9-1 51
7. 1,31W041011 Co
6-2 18 10
I Corbin
15
8-2
Co
9, Russell
9-1 13
10. Prestonsbirg
votes
receivIng
Eizabethtown
Owensboro
- Others
Catholc. Adair Co . Shosion Cab MCL Gan Co spy"Co.. weaver co
..._._.

Cie. A
FPV Red TP Pas
Rank-School
1
[6) 10-0 113
1. Hazard
2
(5) 8-1 111
2. Beechwood
3
(1)
90
0-1
_3 Russeanlie
6
8-2 76
.4 Neilson Catholc
•
9-1 43
5. Harrodsburg
5
8-2 42
S. Bardstown
7
36
7.3
7. Cumbertand
if1-3 30
Washington Co
9
8-2 28
P'S --1. Murray
10
27
7-3
Heath
10
1
Others receiving votes Garrard Co. Futon Co.
2
Fleeing-Neon Erlanger Lloyd Carroll Co. Riceland
3_

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

by rolling a shot past Tiger They're an athletic team that but can't help remembering.
"I think about it a little," said
goalkeeper Jon Reid to make the relies on speed and strength.
tonight,
"1 know how I felt after
seen
Gressler.
"From what I've
score 4-2. "I got the rebound off halftime score 2-1.
We saved our worst
Daniels
:year.
last
front,"
up
quick
that
they're
"Coach told us at halftime
the goalkeeper, faked a shot and
game
last"
ip
for.
championsh
game
the
of
twosaid
the
got
we
after
him."
relaxed
past
we
then pushed it
Madisonville has a reputation
goal lead," senior midfielder opponent. "They like to kick and
After Gressler gave the Tigers
explained from run, which is the opposite of the for being the region's bad boy.
Plummer
Derek
a 4-2 lead, the Tigers attacked the the warmth of the locker room. way we play. They can be They like to mix it up and don't
Fort Campbell goal.
mind patting opponents on the
"He said to jump on them in the deadly.
"They've got the best record in ground. That and the fact that the
Shapla scored with an assist
second half and control_ the
the region," Daniels went on. Tigers fell in last year's final just
from Mau Weatherly, senior Rustempo."
penalty
a
on
scored
sell Adkins
Murray out-shot Fort Campbell "That says something about adds to the Tigers' motivation,
kick and Stephen Crouch capped
says Daniels.
27-13. The Tiger defense, includ- them."
Murray players agreed that
the scoring with a goal assisted
ing Daniels, Darren Gantt, Jason
"We've always had a bitter
againby Michael Homback.
West and starting goalkeeper they won't bring their "on
rivalry with Madisonville,"
Damon Cohoon, played steady off again" intensity to Reidland Daniels divulged. "Nobody likes
Freshman midfielder Greg
Thursday night.
them."
Miller :also played-a strong game except for the few times that
"1 don't-think that'll be a probthe
through
"slipped
Stensen
Weatherly.
to
Wa&erty knows his team
ip front, according
lem with Madisonville," Plummer
t netd any extra motivation
Murily"jurriped out 2-0 on the cracks," as Gressler put it.
"(Stensen) is a good player," said confidently. "In the preseaa regional title that it
capture
Falcons early in the game thanks
Thomas Daniels son they beat us 1-0 so we know last won two years ago.
to a 30-yard blast from Gressler senior sweeper
they
what
and
are
they
wet contest. "He how good
"I think we'll be ready," the
and a 20-yard shot from Shapla, said after the
can do. We can play with them."
goals, but that
quality
some
had
Adkgoal.
first
who assisted the
predicted. "If not, somecoach
to
fell
Last season, the Tigers
against
ins picked up an assist on the won't happen
wrong with us. We've
thing's
at
finals
regional
the
in
Marshall
Madisonville."
second goal.
season and it comes
all
played
Madisonville. It was a game that
Madisonville (19-2-1) comes in
championship."
the
to
'down
forget,
to
the Tigers would like
Stensen crashed Murray's party as the unofficial toy seed.

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

FROM PAGE 28

FROM THE SHORES OF LAKER
COUNTRY TO THE HILLS OF
EASTERN KENTUCKY, LAKER
h
J‘ BAND, YOU'RE THE
GREATEST=

GOOD LUCK AT
STATE!!!!!,

..
IN NBA players.
zeale anxious...
Brea
now that those were exhibi- •
FROM PAGE 2B
that a lot of the good
his cool. But it becomes less
difficult to imagine when
you consider how the barrage
of speculation over the past
two days would have worn
on him during the course of
an entire season.
"I think maybe he heard
the rumblings and looked at
all the garbage he was going
to have to put up with and
just thought, `To hell with
that,- said one NBA executive who asked that his
name not be used.
"He strikes me as a guy
with very high self-esteem.
After the way he performed
in the All-Star Game and
especially during the
Olympics, he was front-page
around the world for almost
two weeks. "But I think he realizes

tions,
feelings that surrounded those
games weren't going to be
challenged. And I think he
realized that when the regular season started here, the
gloves are going to come
off."
It might have been naive
on Magic's part to think
otherwise. Or to think that
the infrequent grumbling that
he heard would get quieter
instead of louder, less frequent rather than more so.
The reaction to his
announcement proved that
much.
The sad thing is that when
Magic was ready to make an
experiment of himself, we
were not. That when he was
willing, we were not. That
when he was able, we were
not.

FROM PAGE 28

"Setting out two years ago
after transferring from my junior
college (Jefferson), I felt like last
year was a rebuilding year and I
was just trying to get in the
groove of playing again," Snell
said. "I have gained a lot of confidence this year and am looking
forward to a great season for the
Lady Racers."
Sharp-shooting junior Melissa
Shelton is the second -leading
returning scorer. Shelton, a 5-10
guard from Albany, hit 45 percent of her 3-point shots last year
while averaging 8.9 points a
game.
"Melissa knows when to take

the shot or dish off," Breazeale
said. "She's a shooter who wants
the ball with the game on the
line."
Another task for the Lady Racers will be trying to fill the shoes
of playmaker Julie Pinson, who
graduated as MSU's all-time
assists leader last season.
Breazeale will turn to sophomore Rechelle Cadwell to fill the
void. Cadwell, a 5-10 guard from
Benton, played mostly at the two
and three spots last year but will
make the transition over to point
guard. Cadwell averaged 3.8
points and 1.3 assists a game last
year.
The Lady Racers get things
started Nov. 17

NOW...RECYCLE YARD
1111151E AS YOU IIIMUO
Introducing the revolutionary
NEW TROY-BILT
Chipper!Vac!
• Breakthrough design!
• Vacuums up leaves,small twigs!
• Self-feeds and chips branches up tO 3 I/2"!
• Recycles into valuable landscaping mulch!
• No more raking. pile-making or bagging!

West Kentucky Boxing Presents

PROFESSIONAL
WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE

BOXING

National Guard Armory, N. Hwy. 121, Murray, KY
Saturday, Nov. 7, 1992 at 7:30 p.m.

n

zeit,!
..1i -1.1,‘

14

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

Shawn The Sabre Simmons
Champion - Murray

10

Rounds

1 r
(1$ *
•01.:11.4io
i

ats

Steve Robinson
Challenger - Covington

vs

PLUS
KENTUCKY JR. WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
Jim Kaczmisrek - Newport
vs
Marty Wolfe - Manchester
Eddl• Appel
T.D. Wortarn
Nate Jackson
Mike Sykes
,
l 0r.g/O

Mu,,OV

LID NongtOn

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS

*

/

$25 VIP
$15 RINGSIDE
$10 .RESERVED
. ALL BOWS SUILACT TO C.M401

*

TN
IROWan.
0
18 50

Poducce,

36 Scheduled Rounds - 6 Exciting Bouts

TICKETS:

4em

10 Rounds

4110i1111

Qualified Custroina.r,

KENTUCKY LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(I) 354-8011

Ni()-‘11(rillY-DlIWN
FINANCING
AVAILABLI-

For Ticket Information Colt:
West Ky. Boxing (502) 489-2362
ADVANCI TICICIIT °VIM%
tody Mlle. Carasenul Sheol. kauncrY
'eons Supply. 1205 Ahrry 40 Wast, Paducah
Sig lop Popcorn, 3200 Irvin Cobb D. Poducon

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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•
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Four new trustees appointed to board of museum
The National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America, announced the election
and appointment of four new
Trustees to its governing board.
William C. McCord, chairman
and president of ENSERCH Corporation, was elected Chairman
of the Board of Trustees.
ENSERCH Corp. is a Dallasbased international firm composed of a natural gas utility, oil

and gas exploration company,
and a worldwide engineering and
construction business. McCord
succeeds H.L. Hembree III, who
retired from the Board following
its June 1992 meeting. Mr.
McCord has served on the BSA's
National Executive Board since
1980 in various capacities including a term as vice-president of
administration. He is also past
president of the Circle Ten Coun-

cil in Dallas.
James 0. Butts, chairman of
the Board of Regents for Murray
State University replacedAerry
Harvey as MSU appointee from
the Board of Regents, and Mr.
Harvey moved from that designated position to become an

elected Trustee of the museum.
Mr. Butts is President and Director of the Fulton Bank and Chairman and CEO of Office Outfitters, Inc., Fulton. He has served
on a number of different city,
state, and civic boards and commissions. Mr. Butts is an Eagle

Horoscopes
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER 5, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents 4,minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE matters when there is a big audience
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: you can influence. Refuse to let othNew business and professional ers dump their problems on you,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
trends begin to work to your advantage. Long-distance travel could be abrupt change of pace occurs: A
part of your plan for achieving business or marriage proposal is feagreater financial success in 1993. tured. Take your own sweet time.to
An extended business trip will be think it over. You may have to
much more productive if postponed change certain social plans to
until next May. Nurture your ambi- accommodate others.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
tions in secret to avoid arousing others' jealousy. You have what it takes may be hesitant to promote yourself
to accomplish great things! If or your plans today. A staunch ally
romance seems lackluster next sum- goes to bat for you in a dramatic
mer, be spontaneous. Show your fashion. Do your best to live up to
this person's expectations.
tender, sentimental side.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: rock star Bryan Do not play games with another perAdams, playwright Sam Shepard, son's emotions. If you are not seriactress Tatum O'Neal, cowboy star ous about a commitment, say so, but
in a gentle manner. A romantic partRoy Rogers.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): ner could throw you a curve!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Although a job offer sounds good,
employment benefits Could give you 21): You can do your best work
second thoughts. Banish self- alone today — far from distractions
imposed restrictions. You are much and interruptions. Do not get frustrated if new methods prove difficult
more creative than you think!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A to master. Persevere.
wonderful day lies ahead if you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
work with a will to get things set- 19): Stop doubting your unique abiltled. Be careful not to let someone ities. Hard work and perseverance
down. Your psychic sensitivity is on will help you accomplish miracles.
the rise. Trust your instincts.
Counsel an associate who has finanGEMINI (May 21 -June 20): cial woes. Romance is fulfilling.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Face facts. Someone is less dependable than you would like. Rely on Draw the line with a family member
your own efforts. This evening who does not want to shoulder
could mark the end of your partici- responsibilities. Someone may pressure you for an answer to a recent
pation in a group.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): query. Being diplomatic might buy
Good eating habits and regular exer- you more time.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
cise will boost your stamina. Kick
the junk food habit once and for all! Your spirits get a big boost when a
Invest in something that really inter- pal calls with exciting plans. Go
along with the tide. It could turn out
ests you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A confi- to be an interesting adventure. Play
dent attitude makes you popular it cool in romance.
now. Do not waste time on trivial

USED CARS
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Three to choose from as low as
10,000 miles.

1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
V-6, 14,000 miles, full power.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Four door sedan, V-6, automatic,
white with grey cloth, 10,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Corsica LT
Four door, full power, V-6 engine.

1991 Cadillac Brougham
5.7 liter engine, white with red
leather, 36,000 miles, new Cadillac
trade.

1991 Nissan Sentra
Charcoal grey, two door coupe, A/C,
automatic,cassette, 25,000 miles.

1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Light sapphire blue with blue
leather, 30,000 miles, Cadillac
trade. -

1990 Ford Taurus GL
49,000 miles, V-6 engine, full
power, 1 owner new car trade.

1990 Chevrolet Corsica LT
Lt. blue metallic, V-6 engine, 37,000
thilet,—Clean 184,feage, new-truck:
.=
trade in.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate but self-sufficient, content to
spend time alone working on their special projects. School work is usually a
breeze for these youngsters. They accept responsibility with grace and pursue their goals with intensity and discipline. Their strong curiosity about
human nature is revealed by their favorite reading material: mysteries and
crime stories. When it comes to romance, these Scorpios can be quite possessive. Trying to make them jealous would be a big mistake.

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Dark blue with blue cloth, full power,
clean.

1989 Chevrolet Caprice Brougham

ITo order a revised and updated copy of Jeane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday.. Today and Forever: How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan," send $8.95 plus $I postage and handling
to Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel, P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMeel.

42,000 miles, sharp local new car
trade in.. L_ ,

1989 Dodge Daytona
Red with greV cloth, automatic,
46,000 miles.

,

1989 Buick LeSabre
1 owner, burgundy with burgundy
cloth, full power, alloy wheels, nice.

1989 Ford Crown Victoria LX

Scout. Mr. Harvey is a partner in
the .law firm of Owen, Harvey,
and Carter, Benton, and has been
Marshall County Attorney since
1986. He is a Director and General Counsel for the BMC Bandkcorp., Inc., Director of the
United Commonwealth Bank, and
served MSU as Chairman of the
Board of Regents from 1989-92.
Anderson Chandler, chairman
and president of Fidelity State
Bank and Trust Co., Topeka,

Kansas, was appointed by the
Chief Scout Executive to one of
BSA's designated trustee positions. Mr. Chandler has been a
member of the BSA National
Executive Board since 1989 and
has served as president of both
the Jayhawks Area Council and
the North Central Region, BASA.
The National Scouting
Museum is the official museum
of the Boy Scouts of America
located on the campus of Murray
State University.

Rubber plantation bombed
by Nigerian jets in Liberia
Taylor used Firestone as a milMONROVIA, Liberia (AP) —
Liberia's civil war continues to itary base to attack Monrovia
when he first besieged the capital
take its toll on the innocent, with
38 rubber plantation workers in 1990.
among the latest victims.
Trevor Hoskins, the chief
Nigerian jets in a multinational
spokesman for Nashville-based
force defending Monrovia
Bridgestone-Firestone Inc., said
bombed the Firestone rubber
he had no information on whether
plantation and killed at least 38 Taylor was now using the
of its employees and their rela200-square-mile plantation as a
tives, officials said Tuesday.
base.
Firestone officials said all the
There were no injuries among
casualties were civilians.
about 25 Americans who were
As many as 3,000 people,
working at the sprawling plantamainly civilians, have died in the
tion when the three planes
siege of Monrovia alone since
bombed it, Hoskins said. The
Oct. 15, Dr. Ruth Tshabalala, plantation employs 8,000 people,
director of the U.N.'s World
and an estimated 80,000 people
Health Organization in the capilive on it, Hoskins said.
tal, said Tuesday.
Asked if there were plans to
Others doubt that number, say- evacuate foreigners, Hoskins said
ing the fighting prevents an accu- only that "we're trying to ensure
rate account of casualties.
their safety."
Most of the estimated 20,000
Sources in the seven-nation
victims in the 3-year-old war —
West African - force, which
and another 40,000 who have intervened two years ago to try to
died of starvation in Monrovia —
halt the fighting, said Tuesday
have been civilians.
that a major offensive was being
Maj. Gen. Adetunji Olurin of prepared against Taylor's troops,
Nigeria, commander of the West the most powerful of several facAfrican force, refused to confirm
tions fighting in Liberia.
at a news conference that his'
The sources said the West
warplanes bombed the Firestone
African force had grown to
plantation Monday as part of the
12,000 soldiers from 7,000 since
campaign to strike at rebel leader the latest siege began.
Charles Taylor's supplies and
But there were unconfirmed
communications lines.
reports that Senegal was prepar"You can be sure that any- ing to withdraw its troops — cemwhere Taylor is using to launch
sidered the best-trained and numany attack on us will be a
bering about 1,400 — in frtislri-•
re4eV:14311141
tiOW 'over the failure of Nigeriar.
Military sources said Taylor and other forces to effectively
had been storing munitions at the fight the rebels.
American-managed Firestone
There were unconfirmed
plantation at Harbel, a company reports of U.S. amphibious forces
town 30 miles east of the capital. carrying Marines in four ships
Taylor's forces deny the claim. heading for Liberia, but the State
Department in Washington
denied the report. Spokesman
Pete Williams said the vessels in
question were off the southern
Iberian peninsula but could be
dispatched if needed.
The U.S. Embassy, meanwhile,
said it was trying to contact Taylor to arrange the recovery of the
bodies of five American nuns
believed to have been killed by
his troops last month.
The slayings shocked foreigners and Liberians, who are predominantly Christian, and
brought new international attention, to the war.

50,000 1 -owner miles, burgundy
with burgundy cloth, arthe buttons,
sharp local car.

.f_eat
.
(Ae C2

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency

perms
disc furnace'

Black with red leather, 51.000 miles,
good clean car, priced to sell.

1986 Cadillac Brougham
Delegance

DUAL CONTROL/ Model 1500

1 owner, new Cadillac trade in,
excwtional car.

1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
72,000 miles, light blue with blue
cloth, clean car with the right
equipment.

-Up to 5200 BTU's
'Safe
'Heats Large
Room
'Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
-Powerful
'Light, Portable,
Clean, Odorless
.5 Year Limited
Warranty

(Good Thru 11-12-92)

WATER CHESTNUTS
HADDON HOUsE

USED TRUCKS
1989 Chevrolet Astro CS
Lt. blue with blue cloth, 4.3 V-6,
automatic, cassette, 38,000 miles,
well kept & maintained.

1989 GMC S15
33,000 miles, A/C, 1 owner, new car
trade in.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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• TER CHESTNUTS"

2%?:$100
Ihe Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
OPiN 8 AM..10 P.M.
Fri. L Sat. MI 11 PA

The original Disc
Furnace was the
first ofthe family of
PelonIs
Safe-TFurnaces to be certified and sold In
North America.

HRS: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Frl. - 7:30-5:00 Sal.
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Widow files lawsuit

thituaries

Mrs. Flora Lovins Harper

Steven Card
Funeral rites for Steven Card
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Dan Leslie is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Mike Manning,
John Hutchens, Richard Hutchens, Jason Rudolph, Darby Futrell and Tommy Phillips.
Burial will follow in Outland
Cemetery.
Mr. Card, 22, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Sunday at 4:35 p.m. in the
Rt. 6, Murray area. He was born
Dec. 8, 1970, in Atlanta, Ga.

A 1989 graduate of Calloway
County High School, be was
employed by Overbey Farms.
Survivors include his parents,
Grant Card and Jacquline Harris
Card, Rt. 6, Murray; his grandmother, Mrs. Dorothy Card,
Atlanta, Ga.; three sisters, Miss
Heather Card, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Angelia Easley and husband, Terry, Illinois, and Mrs.
Paula Wix and husband, Gerald,
Georgia; one brother, Ricky
Steele, Fulton.

Mrs. Blye T. garrison
The funeral for Mrs. Blye V.
Harrison was today at 11 a.m. at
Antioch Church of Christ. James
Shockley officiated. The song
service was by singers from the
church.
Pallbearers were Earl Satterwhite, Bobby Satterwhite, Jim
Rudolph, Richard Fuqua, Walter
Steely and Kenneth Melvin.
Burial was in Antioch Cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Harrison, 843, of Rt. 2,
Murray, died Sunday at 11 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was born Jan. 25, 1908.

Preceding her in death were
her husband, Perry D. Harrison,
one daughter, Pam Harrison, and
one grandson, Kenny Adams.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Adams, Rt. 2,
Murray, and Mrs. Lillie Johnson
and husband, Robert, Springfield,
Tenn.; six grandchildren, Mac
Adams, Coral Springs, Fla.,
Duane Adams, Murray, Allen
Adams, Taiwan, Donna Matthews, Springfield, Tenn., Pam
Wrinkle, Paducah, and Amy
Nizuryn, Overland Park, Kan.; 16
great-grandchildren.

Jimmy D. McKendree
Final rites for Jimmy D.
McKendree are today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Roy Gibson and the Rev. Glenn
Cope are officiating.
Burial will follow in Hamlet
Cemetery.
Mr. McKendree, 56, Rt. 9,
Benton, died Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen Clark McKendree;
three daughters, Mrs. Felecia
Gipson, Mrs. Bonita Holland and
Mrs. Tammy Gamble, all of Ben-

ton; four sisters, Mrs. Betty Reed,
Belleville, Mich., and Mrs. Bertell Trier, Mrs. Bulah Washburn
and Mrs. Mary N. Hamlin, all of
Benton; four brothers, Arvil
McKendree, O.D. McKendree
and Jerry Collins, all of Benton,
and William Porter Collins, Belleville, Mich.
Also surviving are one stepsister, Mrs. Barbara Griffin, Princeton; three stepbrothers, Ernest
Collins, Benton, George Collins,
West Frankfort, Ill., and Cirt
Thomas Collins, Gilbertsville;
five grandchildren.

Moderate exercise, calcium
can help build women'srbones
CHICAGO (AP) — A little
more calcium and exercise can
help women build strong bones
until age 30 and perhaps stave off
osteoporosis in later years, a new
study suggests.
Birth control pills also seem to
help strengthen the bones of
women in their 20s, researchers
reported in today's issue of The
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Some studies have suggested
that a woman's bone mass stops
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increasing when she stops growing in her late teens.
Strong bones are important to
prevent osteoporosis, a thinning
of bones that occurs with aging
and contributes to 50,000 deaths
annually. Women suffer from it
more often than men.
The study tracked 156 female
college students for an average of
3,4 years. The women were not
asked to change their lifestyles,
and they chose their own activity
level and diet.
The researchers, led by Dr.
Robert R. Recker at Creighton
University School of Medicine in
Omaha, Neb., said the results
showed women gain in bone
mass almost until age 30.
"The most sedentary of
college-aged women could
increase their rate of bone gain
without much increase in physical activity," the study said.
"Further, the effect of increased
physcial activity could be significantly augmented by modest
increases in calcium intake."
Previous studies have disagreed over whether birth control pills
help increase bone mass, and the
researchers could not say why it
occurs.
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her home,
Funeral rites for Mrs. Flora
Survivors include one daught11
Lovins Harper were today at
a.m. in the chapel of Miller Fun- er, Mrs. Jacquline Boggs, Fort
eral Home of Murray. The Rev. Lauderdale, Da.; one son, James
Harper and wife, Lelia, Rt. 5,
Burpoe officiated.
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Mellie
Burial will follow later in
Rt. 5, Murray; four grandIvy,
Christian Memorial gardens at
- children, James 0. Harper Jr.,
Rochester, Mich.
Mrs. Harper, 89, Rt. 5, Box Sandra Shinkevick, Patricia
1159, Murray, widow of Roy R. Campbell and Janice Toth; four
Harper, died Sunday at 4 a.m, at great-grandchildren.

Mfg:Ruthie Troutman
Arrangements remain incomplete for Mrs. Ruthie Troutman,
75, New Concord, who died
Monday at 1:15 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

She was the widow of Gary
Troutman.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Perot likens self to grain
of sand that starts pearl
in concession speech
DALLAS (AP) — He finished
out of the running and $60 million out of pocket, but Ross Perot
says his independent presidential
campaign succeeded in sending
"a laser-like message" to the
nation's orthodox politicians and
the day may come to try it again.
Perot won about 19 percent of
the popular vote nationwide, but
did not carry a single state after
claiming in the final days he
would sweep all 50 of them. But
"I don't want any bitterness in
our crowd," Perot told several
thousand supporters at his election night party Tuesday. "I
don't want any negativism."
The Dallas billionaire, who
began his unconventional, onagain, off-again quest with a quip
on a TV talk show in February,
promised his loyalists he would
remain available to them "any
time, any place, anywhere." He
later held up a bumper sticker
that read: "Perot in '96."
"If by 1996, every place I go,
the only thing I can find is
American-made cars to put on
that bumper, well they've cleaned
out the barn, right?"
Ross Perot Jr., the candidate's
son, said today that he believed
his father "will always be
engaged in the American system" and indicated that if asked,
Perot would aid the Clinton
administration.
"If President Clinton wants
Perot's help, he certainly would
be willing to help him. I think
it's just a matter of finding the
right situation they can work on
together," Perot's son said in an
interview on ABC's "Good
Morning America."
Speaking to supporters Tuesday night, Perot likened his candidacy to the grain of sand that
irritates an oyster into generating
a pearl.
"It has been an honor to be
your grain of sand in this process," Perot said. "We will continue to work together to make
pearls if necessary in the future,
fair enough?"
He said his millions of supporters sent politicians "a laser-like
message to listen to the people."
"If nothing else, it's a wakeup call for these two parties,"
said Joe DeCarlo of Perry, Fla.,
who decided to vote for Perot
after seeing him at a weekend rally in Tampa.
Perot congratulated Presidentelect Bill Clinton and pledged to
"work with the new administration to get these problems solved
now." But he said that "does not
mean that we will compromise
our integrity and our principles."
Perot also lauded President
Bush, leading three "hip-hiphooray" cheers for Bush's years
of service and noting they began
in World War II.
Perot, joined by running mate
James Stockdale and their fami-

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.

NEW YORK (AP) — The
widow of radical rightist Rabbi
Meir Kahane has filed a wrongful
death lawsuit seeking $25 million
from the hotel where he was
slain.
Libby Kahane's lawsuit, filed
Monday in Manhattan state
Supreme Court, says the Marriott
East Side Hotel was "negligent"
because it failed to provide
adequate security, such as metal
detectors.
Roger Conner.. of Marriott's
corporate legal department said
his office would have no immediate comment.
Kahane, 54, was shot Nov. 5,

lies, spent more than a half-hour
with the crowd. He led them in
several songs, including the Patsy
Cline standard "Crazy" that he
declared his campaign theme earlier this week.
"Spend about 10 minutes getting over being frustrated that
your candidate didn't win," Perot
said.
"Then take all of this enormous creativity and talent that you
displayed, and let's make our
country work at the national,
state, county, the city, local or
neighborhood level and at every
single school across the country,
right? Absolutely."
The Voter Research and
Surveys exit poll, a joint project
of the four television networks,
found that Perot's voters would
have split virtually evenly for
Clinton and Bush if Perot weren't
in the race
Perot's support climbed to 20
percent after the presidential
debates last month, even as he
called for more national sacrifice
than either Bush or Clinton proposed to ease the federal deficit
and restore the economy to longterm health.
But his tide subsided when he
suddenly aired Unsubstantiated
charges that he was forced from
the race in July because Republi'-.
can operatives planned to embarrass his daughter and wiretap his
business.
Still, Perot received more votes
than independents John Anderson, who garnered 6.6 percent in
1980, and George C. Wallace,
who received nearly 14 percent in
1968.
"The main thing is don't lose
your enthusiasm, don't lose your
idealism, don't lose your great
love for this country. And please
don't feel you have no voice,"
Perot said. "As long as we're
together nationwide, you have
enormous voice in our country."
"We will stay together and
you will be a force for good for
our country and our children."
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GREAT GIFT IDEAS...
'Hand Painted Watermelon Pottery
'Halloween Decorations "Cards • Frames
*Baskets "Rugs "Candles
—Thanksgiving & Chrtstmas Items Arrtutng Daily—

Only At...

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1482

Downtown-Court Square
*Pkt<A444.6)

*Wi

stilil.
•

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
Mount and Computer Balance

*FREE

Owners: Gervald Boyd end Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111
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NANO IN Till UAL&

4 NO PAYMENTS UNTIL JANUARY
1 ---=.
, , .,..,A 4
P•I`k5% DOWN PAYMENT * 9.5% INTEREST
14 x 50 Fleetwood (33726)2 Bedroom
1 Bath. Great first home or lake house.
$9,995. Down payment $520 with
payments as low as $135 per month.
__..
..
A.

°LOW

14 x 70 Fleetwood (33572) 3 Bedroom,
2 Bath A beautiful home priced just
right. Ceiling tan, storm windows,
garden tub, vaulted ceiling $15,900.
Down payment $825 with payments as
low as $169 per month. - —

DOWN PAYMENT 'LOW INTEREST 'LOW PRICES

14 x 74 Fleetwood (33427) 3 Bedroom,
2 Bath You will have to see to believe.
Deluxe trim, garden tub, ceiling tan,
' vaulted ceiling $17,900. Down payment
$930 with payments as low as $190 per
month.

........
-

HIGH QUALITY
a 48 Fleetwood (04788) 3 Bedroom,
28
2 Bath, Lot model only at this price. Vinyl

^ •
•*, .• C••••••

15 x $0 Fleetwood (34243)3 Bedroom,
2 Bath.' Perfect home for the large
family Complete with appliances and
wall to wall carpet $17,900. Down
payment $930 with payments as low as
$190 per month.

...

Free Delivery - Free Set Up
*With Approved Credit

siding with gutters, residential ceiling with
skylight in kitchen, ceiling fan, storm
windows. Don't Miss This One. There
won't be another at this Price $25,900.
Down payment $1,350. Payments as iow
as $245 per month.

. . . .-.1. KEITH BAKER ,
HOMES, INC.
11111
Hrs.: M-F
(901)644-0012
Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN
Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
Toll Free 1-800-533-3568
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1990, as he finished a lecture at
the hotel sponsored by the
"Zionist Emergency Evacuation
Rescue Committee."
Egyptian-born El Sayyid
Nosair, 38, is servitiKup to 22
years in prison for his conviction
on assault, weapons possession
and coercion in connection with
the incident. Nosair was acquitted
of Kahane's murder.
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At Save-A-Lot Saving Money Couldn't Be Easier!
U.S.

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., FrI. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers

Morning Delight Homestyle
or Buttermilk

jp

Super Trimmed Mixed

iscuits
23°

attack submarine In gulf ahead of Iran's sub

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) —
The USS Topeka, the first submarine known to enter the Persian Gulf, steamed toward the
center of the strategic waterway
today, days ahead of a sub that
Iran has purchased from Russia.
But the U.S. Naval Forces
Central Command, with headquarters on the USS LaSalle,
tried to play down the significance of the deployment.
Cmdr.' Bruce Cole, the spokesman for the command, said the

Topeka's visit "has been planned
well in advance" of reports that
one of two diesel submarines Iran
bought from Russia was headed
to the gulf.
Despite Cole's comments,
there was little doubt that the
nuclear-powered attack submarine was there as a signal of
strength ahead of the arrival of
the Iranian submarine.
The gulf has shallow waters
and is generally unsuitable for
submarine warfare. Iran is the

Contract Bridge
The Luck Factor
Farm Fresh

Fryer Breast
$119
chigan Red or Yelfow Del.

Apples
3 Lb. Bag

94
10-14 Lb. Avg.

Florida Red

Hen Turkeys

rapefruit
5 Lb. Bag $169

ill

•
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Borden

Prairie Farms

Cheese Si

Buttermilk

$ 11 89
1/2 Gal.

12 oz.

98°

Prairie Farms

Cream Cheese

69

8 oz.

....
,LREAN CHEES
\.

Orange Juice
Gal.

99
2
$

Wylwood

Diamond

Mixed Vegetables

Aluminum Foil

Inulwood
16 Oz. Can

29

25 Sq. Ft.

West, Noella Masse, who found herWest dealer.
self on lead against six clubs follow'
Both sides vulnerable.
ing the auction shown. As can be
NORTH
seen, a diamond lead would have
\ KQ3
IPAKQ
brought a swift end to the slam, but
•J 10 8
with little to go on(South's four club
bid was Gerber, asking for aces, and
+J5 32
EAST
North's four heart response showed
WEST
* J 86 4
one), Masse made the normal lead of
+972
IP 732
a heart. Declarer won and claimed
•10 9 6 5 4
• A K 9 7 2 12 tricks, disposing of a diamond
•Q 5 3
loser on one of dummy's high hearts.
+4
+87
At the other table, the bidding
SOUTH
went:
•A 10 5
West North East South
,J8
2+
1 NT Pass
Pass
•6 4
3+
Pass
2•
Pass
iikAKQ 1096
3 NT
Pass
The bidding:
Here,North-South wisely steered
North East South
West
clear of the club slam, but settled
4+
Pass
1 NT
Pass
into three notrump instead of the
Pass 6+
4 IP
Pass
laydown game in clubs. What's more,
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
The one play that has the great- their bidding placed the opening lead
est effect on the outcome of most with East, who had no problem finddeals is the opening lead. The right ing the low diamond lead that sank
opening lead can kill many a reason- the contract.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
All this was worth 16 IMPs to the
able(or unreasonable)contract,while
with a Ross Perot camwoman
at
clubs
the wrong lead can hand declarer a team that bid and made six
in her car window
poster
paign
contract that otherwise could not be one table while defeating three
on a 40-minute
led
authorities
Eastthe
Had
other.
the
notrump at
made.
Sometimes, fate plays a role in West cards been reversed, however, chase across the city before
the outcome by placing the wrong(or it is quite likely that six clubs would police rammed the car and
right) defender on lead. A case in have been defeated while three arrested her.
The woman shouted, "Vote for
point is provided by this deal from notrump succeeded for a swing of 13
Ross Perot," as police dragged
the final of the 1991 Canadian IMPs the other way.
Sometimes it really is better to be her from the car Tuesday, said
Women's Team Championship.
police Sgt. Roger Jackson.
One can only sympathize with lucky than good.
Abha Sharma Tyagi, 44, of
Tomorrow: Haste makes waste.
Torrance, was booked for investigation of felony evasion, said
Officer Mark Warschaw.
There was no indication the
woman intended any kind of
political protest, and police didn't
know why she failed to heed
officers who tried to stop her,
Warschaw said.

Woman leads police
on 40-minute chase

Congratulations!

Cikil Powdered or

Cranberry Sauce

Brown Sugar

Missile is blown
up during test

Were proud to announce
that Republic head teller
Melia Redden was recently
named 1992 woman of the year
by the Murray Business and
Professional Women.

59#

Holiday Favorite

Melia Redden

REPUBLIC
Savirgs Bank
Member FDIC
12th & Main
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
Cir
Equi

LENDER

16 oz. Can

59

99

32 oz.

McMillian Apple or Cherry

Libby'. Sliced or Crushed

Fruit Pies
40z.25°

Pineapple

65

20 oz.

Aunt Fanny's

Heinz

Pecan Twirls

Baby Food

594

4 Oz. Jar

first country in the region to
purchase a submarine, giving it a
naval reach greater than any of
its U.S.-allied neighbors.
Diplomats in the region believe
Iran will keep its sub at Bandar
Abbas, just off the Strait of Hormuz, where it will remain a
potential threat to shipping.
Cole said the Topeka, armed
with torpedoes and Tomahawk
cruise missiles, is part of the USS
Ranger battle group. The aircraft
carrier has been inside the gulf
since it took over from the USS
Independence around the time the
United States, Britain and France
began enforcing a "no-fly" zone
for Iraqi aircraft over southern
Iraq on Aug. 27.
Shipping sources said the U.S.
submarine entered the gulf on
Tuesday night through the strait
from the Arabian Sea. Cole
refused to give navigational
details, saying only that the
Topeka "was safely navigated"
through the strait.
Cole said the Topeka will be
pulling alongside the Dixon, a
submarine tender, for a month of
routine maintenance.
The Russian submarine, which
has been sailing on the surface
since it left St. Petersburg several
weeks ago, was spotted this week
by the Royal Navy aircraft carrier
HMS Invincible in the Red Sea.

Affiliated with the statewide Republic group of banks and financial serrdie companies
Bagdad•Benton•Bowling Green•Elizabethtown•Frankfort•Lexington
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VANDENBERG AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) — The Air
Force blew up an unarmed intercontinental ballistic missile two
minutes into a test flight over the
Pacific Ocean, officials said.
The Minuteman III missile was
about 520 miles off the West
Coast when officers decided to
abort the test flight Tuesday, said
Air Force Sgt. John B. Dendy IV.
He didn't specify what went
wrong.
The missile was aimed at a
target 4,200 miles away in the
Kwajalein Missile Range in the
Marshall Islands.
It was the second failure in two
weeks at the base 200 miles
northwest of Los Angeles.

S4.29 WILL GET YOU THE BEST
HOT PLATE LUNCH IN TOWN...

HONEY

284

All-You-Care-To-Eat
Pepsi Cola
2 Liter Products

88°

Banquet Apple or

Cherry Pie
$109
20 oz.
Frozen

RC
12 Pk. Can Products

$299

Hot Food Bar With 2 Meats, 9
Vegetables, Breads, And Our $
Very Own Soup, Salad and
Fruit Bar Is Only...

If You're In A Hurry Get Yours To Go
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Egg Subst.
$149
18 oz.

.29

Hwy. 641 North

MONEYS®

753-9257
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday-3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 pm.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Deadlines

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

For Sale Or Trade
Want To 'Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
i.

Home Furnishings
.Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pete & Supplies
SERVICES
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Notice

Ugly

753-1713

753-6910

YOUR Al) COULD BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

CONGRATULATIONS
n On A Great J'
Marching Season!!! n

Free Column
Wanted

Happy
Birthday Si.

titifYolir Holiday
Tanning with the
best deal in town

YOU CAN DO IT

Kut 'N Kurl

(Doors open at 6.00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq Hale Road, nght on Sq. Halo Road 1/4 mole
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

$15.00

FREE
Southside
Shopping Center
753-1682

33rd Anniversary
Used Sewing Machine Sale
11
.1 .511
.
"

u

-r

Cant of
Thank,s

'The family and
loved ones of Fred
Date Gibbsgratefully
the
acknowledges
condolences
many
front hisfrierufs, relatives and acquaintances at the time of
his death.
god Bless
You everyone!

ncn
AURORA Pizza Magic. GeLoot
pizza,
tossed
hand
nuine
And Found
fresh salads, sarxlwiches,
gyros. Open all year at /..OST on Miller Ave Long
5pm. Closed Mon and haired female slNer tabby
4 74-8 1 1 9, kitten, collar with bell, disTues.
1-800-649-3804.
appeared dunng trick or
treating. Childrens pet
753-0717.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

- Now Going On

loss leaves us with
grateful hearts toward neighbors and
friends. Their comforting expressions
of sympathy and
thoughtfulness will
always be remembered.
Thanks,
The Aldridge
Family

Lordy Lardy
Look Who's
Forty

Get 60 min.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Monthly income
available!

EXPERIENCED waitress
Apply in person at Dela
mars Restaurant S 12th
Street

060
Help
Wanted
BABYSITTER needed in
my home for two small
children, Mon -Fri.,
12noon-5pm 753-2707 after 6pm.
BABYSITTER wanted to
keep 3 year old in ourhome
and do light housekeeping
Immediate openincL.,13eferences required For infor:
mation call 436-2848
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8,00am-3:00pm. We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance

Murray Sewing Center

Murray, KY

Bel-Air Center • Murray. Ky. 42071

753-4199

Nursing Assistants
Full and part time positions available.
Certification preferred, but will provide
training in facility. Apply in person
Monday-Friday 8-4,
Equal Opportunity Employer

WcstNicxx
1481 South 16th St. •

GOOD LUCK
tit AT STATE,11
LAKER BAND!!
WERE PROUD
.4 OF YOU!!

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th

St. 753-2255

LAKER
14 BAND ct
YOU CAN
DO ITIMIIMM

Murray, Ky. 42071

EAST Y GROCERY
Play All Your
Favorite Games
Special Thru

Sat. 11/7

1 FREE Pull Tab With
$5.00 Lottery Purchase.
OPEN 7 DAYS HWY. 94 E 753-8786

DAD & MOM BURTON

g.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price, 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-800-455-4199

_

15.80 20.00

2

1100 16.00

24.00 92.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

LOOKING for previous
owner of a 1953 Ford
Truck
serial
IF1004M- 15575, who
lived in Hardin, KY area in
the early 1980's Please
call 753-7919

Saturday & Sunday

home or Office Computers complete

YOUR AD

with FREE set-up & 2 hours on-site
training. Select 386 or 486 systems.
1 year parts and local on-site service.

COULD BE
11ERE
CALL
753-1916

Nov. 7 &8

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School

Computers
$1499 Christmas Special 386SX-33

2 MB ram.
A dnves. SVGA video. SVGA moteter & color printer

Hawkins Research Rt.1 Farmington KY
BEST QUALITY,SERVICE and PRICE
VISA

1-800-382-3277

MIC

?"

50.00 60.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

250 per word $5.00 minimum let day.
54 per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

110

Articles
For Sale

DRIVERS 'Mm age 23.'1
year OTR exp. 'Spousal
riding program. 'Good pay
and benefits with CDL.'Up
to 27c/mile McClendon
Trucking. 1-800-633-7233.

BABYSITTING in my
home, between 641 N and
Ages
Penney Rd
6wks-2yrs Lots of love and
experience References
753-3869 after 6pm

HEALTH Aids Vending
route. Big profits. Call
American Defender, 24 hrs.
1-800-858-3933
HOLLAND Medical has immediate full-time opening
for person to file medical
claims for medical equipment and related supplies
to medicare and all private
insurances Must be neat,
well organized and have
computer experience. Previous experience metered
but not required. Apply in
person at 905 Arcadia
Circle, Murray, between
9ant-12p4n, Wed Nov . 4th
thru Fri Nov 6th No phone
calls please.
HURRICANE reconstruction and clean-up, many
needed, both skilled and
unskilled, men and women
High wages. For information call 615-779-5505 ext
H275.

IT

35.00 40.00 4$.00 50.00
•*-40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

WANTED barmaids, waitDELUXE jaaizzi whirlpool
resses, dancers, $500 Plus
bath, $950. Retailed
weekly Doll House Cafe,
$3500. 762-3163,
Paris, TN 642-4297, 4-12
8arn-4:30pm. 753-6136 alter 530pm.
070
Domestic
NEW Theradyne wheelChildcare
chair, call 753-8025

Kentucky
Fried
Chicken
Has immediate
opening In management for Murray and Mayfield.
Apply In person,
Murray, 1-4 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. No
phone calls.

9"

25.00 30.00

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYJ(
X DOLL HOUSE X
CAFE
X
X
Exotic Dancers
„
A Hwy. 79 East Paris, Tenn. A
X Mon.-Sat. 2-12 Midnight X
901-642.4297
X
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

EXPERIENCED person to
call on telephone marking
appointments for sales
people Hours 5pm-9pm
weekdays Starting wages
$5 00 per hour Prefer person 30yrs of age or older
Call 753-2654

8"

Yard Sale 87.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

CHILD Care in my home,
meals included. 474-8646

Firewood

FIREWOOD 436-5598

PARKER Ford Lincoln Mercury has new heavy duty oil
barrels for sale $6 each
Call 753-5273
RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To Nil rats and
mice Available at: Murray
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware, North Side
Shopping Center, Murray,
KY

220
Musical
PIANO tuning and repair,
753-2099
PIANO tuning, expert service and repair John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
2-10
Mbeeltaneaus

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
WILL stay with sick, elderly
now offers U.S. and foreign
anytime. References.
coins at Hoboes Coin and
753-4590.
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
SOLO Flex for sale,$550 or Street, in Murray. Our
090
Position
best offer. Call 753-8477 coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
Wanted
ask for Bob.
are available at Decades
CERTIFIED Public Ac SONY 5 changer CD Ago (in Hazel) and at the
and
set
Nintendo
player.
countant available for em
Mercantile (in Aurora)
ployment. Call 436-2276 o games. 759-4630 after Stamps and starnp supwrite CPA, Route 5 Box 5pm.
plies we featured along
780A, Murray, KY 42071. TIRES, Tees, Tires, New with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
SEWING lobs wanted, in- and used. Warehouse The, ipikieland Shopping ConRd.. Murray.
cluding formal wear. 400 Industrial
in Mutra0. We appraise
753-1111.
753-1061.
armies and are active buyUPHOLSTERY items for ers of coins and stamps
se/is, 2 sewing machines, 2 Call 502-753-4161
100
nearly new staplers, button
Business
machine, dies and cutters.
Opportunity
2;0
Also, washing machine and
900 BUSINESS Opportunt
king size waterbed.
ties. Recorded call reveals 759-9307.
amazing details 24hrs
PRIVATE Investigato
WATER heaters, electric, D.B.A. Confidential Investi
502-569-1807, LDI-1111
round, double heating ele- gations, Southside Shop
BREAKTIME Billiards, lo- ments, five year guarantee ping Center, Suite *102
cated in Dixieland Shop- on glass lined tank. Your Murray, 753-2641
ping Center, Murray, KY. choice, 30, 40, or 50 gallon,
Serious inquiries only. $139.99. Wallen Hardware,
270
759-9303, business hours, Downtown, Pans.
*Ms
open 1pm daily or
Homes For Sale
it, Ashley wood
442-2900 LuAnn Edwards, YOU haul
stove with blower, $50. 12x70, 2br, 1 bath, must be
owner.
474-0115.
moved, $3800 753-5889
110
1975, 12x70, NICE 2lx
155
1'/4 bath, with many extras,
Instruction
recently redecorated must
Appliances
sell 753-1410
COMPUTER Technology
LIKE new freezer, $200
Plus offers Computer
1984 FLEETWOOD,
753-964$4
courses, business, private
14x60, 2br, 1 bath, extra
bon, including CAD USED refrigerators
nice interim, on 100'x235'
s 759-9158
o
753-7668 days. 753-2394 lot with garage and septic
nights
tank, city water Will sell

LAW Enforcement Jobs
No exp necessary. Now
hiring U S Customs officers, etc For info call
219-736-7030, ext 3007
Bam-8pm, 7 days
NEEDED Certified Nursing
Assittants, all shifts, excellent salary, competitive
benefits Apply in person,
Monday -Friday,
9 00a-5:00p, Haws Memorial, 1004 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY.

1/0

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
OLD gas, oil and coca cola
signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone tugs with
advertisements on them
Ask for Larry at 753-3633.
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
474-2262, 901-642-6290.

USED photo slide projecNEEDED LPN for 11p-7a tor Used leaf pick-up for
shift. Competitive salary large riding lawn mower
with benefits including den- Call 753-8216
tal insurance Apply in person, Monday-Friday,
9-00a-5 00p. Haws Memorial, 1004 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY
2 LOTS at Memorial Gardens, 474-8765
PARK RANGERS. Game BOGARD trucking and exwardens, security. mainte- cavating, inc We hauktop
nance, etc No exp necessoil, gravel, fill dirt, white
sary For information call rock, rip rap
759-1828
219-769-6649 ext 7159,
COOPER tires with mi8am-8pni, 7 days
leage warranty Lifeline
PART time cashiers Apply Classic 60,000 miles
in person only at Murray Monogram 50,000 Mills
Home and Auto
Trendsetters 40,000 miles
TRUCK DRIVERS $2000 Warehouse Tee, 400 In.sign-on bonus for sate, dustrial Road, Murray.
goat drivers wt6 mo. OTR 753-1111.

Kiwanis Gun I
,
Knife Show,

Laker Band
you make
our day!
Good Luck
Nov. 7
di Mom &
Poppa
Waldrop

6"

- 10.00 30.00 46.00 00.00 75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00
1...

Help
Wanted

i?
Our recent sad

5"

4"

5.00 10.00

4

470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

3"

2"

r

1

TRANSPORTATION

Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

ADOPTION - Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal, medical and living
expenses paid.-tet us help
you 1-800-643-3845

Good Luck At State
Marching Band Championships!!!
Love, Dan & Nita Galloway

t

560
570

Days

Notice

Buy 300 min. @

Starting at

Miscellaneous
Public Sale

3

-ales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

410

060

LAKER BAND

50 used machines 3 used Sergers to
choose

240

Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home kacits For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

Rent-A-Car

Ward Elkins

753-0466

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd' Ri.
(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period '
$1.75 per column inch extra for 'Monday.

MISCELLANEOUS

Rental

Duckling

Lowest rates In
town

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Classified Ad Rates
,Effective Jan. 2, 1991)
Display Ads

020

020

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

111111E2=3111111.
Computers

120
010
130
020
140
025
150
030
155
040
160
050
165
EMPLOYMENT
170
Help Wanted
060
180
Domestic and Childcare 195
070
Position Wanted
09e...,
200
Business Opportunity
100
210
Instruction
110
220
FARMERS MARKET
260
Farm Equipment 380
190
Livestock & Supplies
370
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce 290
400
Feed & Seed 530
550

%herrn% a% e
Il
Repair RR N

753-1916
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1992

experience. Tuition-free
training for inexp. up to
2smi. MPG bo30c/mi.
nus CON TRANS Inc.
1-800-759-6980, Dept
BA-55
WANTED. 100 people to
lose weight now. 100% natural, no willpower required 100% guaranteed
CaN 502-554-8730

WASHER and dryer, retrigerator and range
753-4684
160
Homo
Furnishings
LIKE new dark blue background floral sofa, $250
Antique oak lamp table,
$65 Newly refinished 6
drawer oak treadle sewing
machine w/omate carving,
$200 753-0814

separately. 753-5155
1985, 14x70, 3br
baths, good condition
753-4382 days 753-3590
nights
2 SMALL mobile homes at
Neal Starks Motor Sales
437-4424

MATCHING couch, loveseat and recliner. like new,
it
Pl
$495 753-9822 before 1
8 30am or after 5 30prn
Jerry Pendergrass
is now associated with
PRESSED back chairs, set
HOME
BARGAIN
of 6, old, $450. 474-0115.
CENTER in PARIS,
SOFA and loveseat, floral
TN If you're interested
with light background
in buying a manufacQueen-size mattress and
tured home, and you
box springs 753-2772.
haven't shopped with
us, come on over and
WATERBEDS King, $250
let Jerry show you our
Double, $125. 436-5851
wide selection of 14'
wides, 16' wides &
double wides, plus
NMI BARGAIN BIN
several used homes
1109 Pogue Ave.
and repos to choose
759-9940
from Some 1992's left
Clean Used F urniture Apat great sale prices,
pliances. and lAsc items
and 1993's arnving
Use Our Layaway Pen
Now Renting Nintendo
daily Big selection,
great pnces, dependable service & friendly
fq.is - What more can
2'n
you ask?
Sports
Equipment
Bargain

FOR lease, goose blind in
Ballard County, adiacent to
the refuge Sportsman's
Supply, 247 6928 or
LET us make your clothes, 247-2115
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
210
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
§ee and Sew, Country
Firewood
Square, 1608 N 121. Murray 753-6981
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
MANURE,$20 a load Call
for details, 759-9304. Barn FIREWOOD $34 deity to 12pm
feed 436-5598

Home Center
Hwy. 64 South
(Camden Hwy.)
Paris, TN
901-644-1176
Open Sundays I
BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 W.. Mien, TN New 93,2
bdrIn only 518 down, only
121.20/mo. Delivery end
setup included Cell toN
free 1-800-282 3781 for
the best deals in the south

,We

I. _

••••••I
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ain

320

27n
Mobilo
homes For Salo

Apan merits
For Rent

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45W MiIan,TN New 93
16x80 3 bdrm 2 bath sitting on our yard, only
16 907 payments 179/mo
Cali toll tree today for best
deals in the South
1800-2823781

NEW 2br duplex, all appliances, utility room, central gas heat/air, $425/mo
753-9302 leave message

BEST Home Center Hwy
TN Call toll
45 W
tree for best deals in the
South, 1-800-282-3781
New 16 wide. 3 bdrm, 2
bath sitting cItT our yard
only 14.990 Payments
only 159/mo
BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 W, Milan, TN 93 2
bdrm, start at 9999. Best in
the south 93 3 bdrm, start
at 11,999. Best in the south.
93 3 bdrm, 16 wides, start
at 14,990 Best in the south.
93 double wides, start at
17,990 Interest rates start
at 675°!, fixed, best in the
south If you need a home
arid want the best price.
Best payment Best service Best value. Call toll
tree, 1-800-282-3781, call if
you want to save money.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325.
435-4027.
DINKINS Mobile Homes,
Inc. will celebrate their 46th
anniversary, Nov. 6th, 7th,
and 8th. Factory representa;wes will be on hand.
Don't miss this special
event! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E.,
Paris, TN, 1-800-642-4891.
Champion's *2 Single Lot
Dealership in North
Americai

NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
%vat hook-up, 10x10 deck,
408 Northwood Dr ,
$400/mo. References and
deposit required 753-4873
after 3.30pm
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
appliances, gas heat, deck.
$400/mo 753-7457
NEW large 2tx, utility room,
gas water heater/heat, low
utilities, appliances, deposit, $390/mo. Call after
5pm, 753-8828.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 8 3 bedrooms. Apply HiMale Apts
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO

1004 MAIN, 2d, 1 bath,
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, freezer, central h/a, w/d
hook-up, no pets. $360/mo
$300 deposit 759-1265
2BR, 1 bath, shower in
basement, new refrigerator, new in the wall a/ new
carpeting Lar. .ced
back yard
come
ng dis$495/mo
lease, referAvailabte Nov 1
753-1116
2BR house for rent After
5pm, 753-4860

3 Party
Garage Sale
1506 Glendale Rd.
Thurs. a Fri.
Nov. 5 & 6

8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Kids clothes & shoes,
ladies petite 4, antiques,
jewelry, baskets, housewares, bedding, linens,
dishes, single bed,
men's suits, etc.

Used
Cars

Sonless
Mired

ENCHANTING retreat on
the lake an affordable
price too Remodeled 3br, 2
bath, lakefront, features a
fireplace with antique mantel, new central hie, roof,
kitchen and carpet. Lot
slopes to 50' pier. $69,900.
Call Jean Bailey,
or
502-362-4855
362-4224. ERA Griffin and
Associates

1976 CHRYSLER Cordoba, 98,000 actual Miles,
white, all power, leather
seats, Michelin tires, real
sharp car, $1100 obo
759-9673.

A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming. Light hauling &
odd jobs Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

Want
To Rent
DESPERATE Need to ren
house or farmhouse in
county 762-3539 days or
59 1445 evenings

1 2, 3 or 48R furnished
apartments, nice, near uni
versity 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

FOR sale, Timothy, Jap
mixed hay 489-2355

HOUSE and 5 acres, 4
miles out C/G A., 3br, 2
baths, LR, OR, kitchen, FR,
rec room, large utility_
Large attached room.
Deck, 3 car garage. 24x30
outbuilding Call 753-1279
NEWLY remodeled 4br 2
bath home on 1+ acres.
Priced in mid $70's. Sunroom, deck and more. MLS
*4428, Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildings, nice dog kennel, on
large lot in stella area,
$46,500 489-2964
evenings.
OWNER relocating, 3br, 2
bath, bndt, CGH/CA, many
extras',Wneighbodit
in town. $67,500. Listing
with real estate soon Call
753-1965 after 5pm
READY TO MOVE IN. 3br,
newly decorated inside and
out. Must see. For appointment call, 753-7027.
470
Motorcycles
1987, 225 MOTO-4, 4
wheeler 1989 Yamaha Big
Bear 4x4. 1993 Yamaha
Timbenvolf 753-9274
aan
Auto
Smvices
JOHN'S Auto and Truck
Repair. Sun roofs, cruise
controls installed Cars
hand washed, waxed Burgular alarms, rear window
defrosters installed
474-8855.
NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
tint $19.50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34.50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.

3BR apt Located at 703 S
4th Street See Carlos
Black Jr at Black's Decor
ating Center or call
753 0839
FURNISHED efficiency
apartment no pets Zimmerman Apts , S 16th St
753 6609
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, Is now renting You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502 527-8574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity

tisn
Farms
For Saki

1969 VOLVO, 2-door, 4whl
disk brakes, good body,
HUDSON Company Sadpaint, interior, runs great
100 ACRE cattle farm 2
dles Bodies 8 Horse sup$800 obo 901-247-3004
around
year
barns
stock
plies 753 4545, 759-1823,
After 5pm, 1974 OLDS Omega,grandwater
753-6763
474 2361
mother's car, a/c, p/s,
REGISTERED walking
26,000 actual miles, very
horse stallion, 20 months
good condition, $2300.
old gentle good blood line
759-1788
753-0156 after 6pm
1979 THUNDERBIRD, air,
380
10+ ACRES partially tilt, cruise, p/w, good dePets
wooded with creek plus pendable work car $750
as-Is
nice 3br home just waiting obo *36-2734
AKC Miniature Schnauzer for you Offered in Mid
pups 6 wks old, ready to $50's MLS *4536 Call
go pick yours out now Kopperud Realty.
MUST SEE TO
753 1222
759 4476

1 ROOM efficiency apartFEMALE SharPei for sale
ment, very near MSU, 13 months old full blooded
available now Coleman buff color, $200 Call after
RE 753 9898
6pm, 435-4004
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref. HAVE an obedient sate
dishwasher, w/d hookup,
dog for show or home
central h/a. $350/mo DeClasses or private lessons
posit required No pets
Serving Murray for over
753-9240
12yrs 436-2858
•

A10
Public
Sale

Yard Sale
Martin
Heights Sub.
161S Tabard Dr.
Fri. Nov. 6th

8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Household furniture - household
LARGE 1br near hospital, /items, odds &
stove and refrigerator
ends.
$150 753-1987

1979 OLDS Station Wagon, 350 V8, very good
shape, good work wagon,
$850 or make best offer.
See at Piggly Wiggly Call
753-2079.

94

as
-

310

1978 MONTE Carlo, $600.
1977 Impala, $250.
753-1134.

5 Party
Yard Sale

306 WOODLAWN, 3br KOPPERUD REALTY ofbrick, garage attached, fers a complete range of
stove and refrigerator furn- Real Estate services with a
cOR sale $19.000 obo
ished, excellent neighbor- wide selection of quality
'2x52 2br, on 1 acre lot, hood
1 year lease,
ad hook-up, double under- $375/mo + deposit_ 2 year homes, all prices
pinning, fenced in back- lease, $350/mo + deposit. 753-1222.
yard near East Elemen- Can be seen Friday MARINA/RESORT.
tary not in trailer park Seri- 10am-3prn Call 759-4665 Located near Murray, Ky.
ous inquiries only. after 5pm
on Kentucky Lake, this fully
759-9980 leave message
314 IRVAN, 2br, w/d hook- operating resort features 7
owner/caretaker
up, $275/mo., $200 depo- cottages,
LARGE selection of Used sit, no pets, references re- home, 32 slip boat dock
and 6 2 acres of prime
Homes. Dinkins Mobile quired. 753-1059.
lakefront. Contact KopHomes,ilic., Hwy 79E,
Parts, T8r1-800-642-4891 3BR house, 1604 Main St, perud
central gas heat, a/c, 502-753-1222.
$450/mo, on campus
PROPERTY for sale, small
280
753-6111 days, 753-0606
or large acreage 489-2161
Mobilo
nights
after 6pm
Homes For Rent
!
HOUSES for rent. Large
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 4bdrrn, $500/mth ; and 3br, RE/MAX Properties Ltd
electric or gas Walking dis$350/mth. Call 762-4483 or Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
tance to college 753-5209 753-7210. Great for stu- Bob Hatey, Jean Bird BetAir Center 502-753-SOLD,
dents or family.
1-800-369-5780
VERY nice 4br, 2 bath on
Mobile
north 4th street $500/mo
Homo Lots For Rent
Lease and security deposit
MOBILE Home Village
required 753-4109
available now $75/mo , in
LAKE BARGAIN! 3+
dudes water Coleman RE
368
ACRES-$7,900. Nicely
753-9898
For Rent
wooded lot w/deeded
Or Luse
access-Barkley Lake On
CREEKVIEW Self-storage county rd w/ubls and prowarehouses on Center tective covenants Perfect
Drive behind Shoney's for cabin near the lake
Call
Financing
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
of
4 CAR clean-up shop,
800-858-1323. Woodland
storage
NORTHWOOD
fice, paved lot, air
Acres, 8 30-8 30, 7 days.
presently has units avail753-4509.
able. 753-2905 for more
FOR Rent-Business Retail information
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center.
365
753-4509 or 753-6612.
WOODED building lots in
ForS.
Lynwood Heights City waPRIME office space for
Or Lease
ter, natural gas, cablevirent, downtown, Walnut
Plaza, 2000 sq.ft, utilities 3EIR, 2 bath condominium son, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limincluded. 753-6302 or 753-3293 after 6pm
its 6% simple interest fi753-5870.
370
n anci ng available
753-5841 or 753-1566
'Livestock

•

Homes
For Sale

FOR sale Of rent Lake area
home, 3-4br, fully furnished, beautiful view of the
water, Professional Real
Estate. 759-1591 days, 1981 DODGE Mirada, red,
753-7955 nights.
t-top, 130xxx miles, p/s,
FRESH on the market, nice p/b, p/w, air. $2750.
3br, 2 bath home w/central 328-8980
gas heat and central air, Ig 1982 BUICK Regal,4-door,
detached garage w/ p/s, p/b, pu, paw, 82,000
Lynn Grove
workshop and fenced yard miles, approximately 400
West
MLS *4537. $49,800. Con- miles on new motor
tact Kopperud Realty, 753-3599
Rain or Shine
753-1222.
, ex1983 NISSAN
Thurs., Fri. & Sat
HOME for sale in quiet cellent
9xxx
street in older section of
obo
Nov. 5-6-7
town near Murray Middle 4
School Home totally rede8 Lm-4 p.m
corated and ready for im- 1985 PONTIAC Grand Am,
mediate occupancy, cen- 2-door coupe, excellent
tral gas heat, central condition, 1601 Loch Lo430
electric cooling. Property mond, $2450. 753-3704
Real
also includes nice garage
1986 CHRYSLER LeBaEstate
apt. with 2 car garage. Ofron, Town and Country waContact
$75,000.
BOB Haley Real Estate fered at
gon, white with woodgrain
Sales Appraisals, Property Bill Kopperud, Kopperud 75xxx miles, $3100
Realty, 753-1222.
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD
753-4738
JUST Reduced! This large
commercial building has
been reworked, rewired
and reroofed Vacant and
ready for your business
605 Maple St. $48,500
MLS *4392. Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

2 STORY home on wooded
lot, 4br. 2 bath custom oak
cabinets, greenhouse window and unique floor plan,
$83.500 MLS 84399 CaN
Kopperud Realty for your
showing 753 1222
3br, 2 bath ith garage and
deck, 5 m• es east of Mur.ray 7S3-342 or 753-7077
ALMOST new home in
town, master bdrm suite
plus 2 bdrm w/large
closets, central gas heat,
cathedral ceilings, attractive decorations oak cabinets, deck across back,
private fenced yard, fireplace 2211sq ft 753-1362
or 750-4116 after 5pm.
CONDOMINIUM Located
in retirement capital. Murray, KY This maintenance
free, 1300 sq ft condo has
3 bedrooms, 2 baths and
spacious garage Priced in
the low $70's Call
502 753-1222 Kopperud
Realty

561

510

.1(10

460
Public

APPRECIATE!
753-8760

1974 Plymouth
Valiant Brougham
Garaged since new.
34,600 original miles,
mint condition. New
set of Firestone radials Ideal for collector Or dnver. $2,50C.

1986 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham, burgandy color,
excellent condition, 58,000
miles Contact Bill Kopperud, 753-1222 days,
753-6620 evenings.

AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
estimates, 759-1683.
ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. References. 759-1110.

FREE puppies, male and
SEWING machine repair. female, all colors
Kenneth Barnhill. 489-2031
753-2674

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

"
141111
iidttk..
LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
Christopher 753.5726

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307.

Maley

Forget Those Rakes & Bags!

ROGER Hudson rock haulAPPLIANCE REPAIRS ing, gravel, sand,dirt driveFactory trained by 3 major way rock. 753-4545,
manufacturers Most parts 753-6763
in stock, on my truck. All
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
work and parts warranted.
Repair, replacement, new
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455 installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Backhoe-loader service.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY SOUTHERLAND AND
perience
LONG Construction. Home
HOPPER, 436-5848
repairs and remodeling,
BACKHOE Service - ROY roofing, room additions,
HILL. Septic system, drive- foundation work, Free estiways, hauling, foundations, mates. No iobs too big or
etc. 759-4664.
too small. Call S&L ConBOB'S Plumbing------Repair struction. 753-3870 day or
Service All work guaran- night.
teed 753-1134.
BRYON'S Lawn Service is
taking orders for fall leaf
pick-up. 753-4591.

%Our power blowers & vacuums do
the job right and get it done fast.
dr

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Benne Bunny B rola('
753-S940

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

..1PIAItGI REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves -dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Koliiiiitor-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

..wSteeleAIIbiltten,Inc.
RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Paininydrid Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement VVindoWS.c.
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Absolute & Reserved

AUCTION
4th Annual Clean-Up Auction

Trucks

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
1966 CHEVY pick-up, 350 and Cooling Service Comautomatic Call 759-4429 plete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
1977 FORD pick-up 351M
759-4754
motor, good Transmission
bad. As is, $300 obo. DRYWALL, finishing, re492-8696
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.
1978 SILVERADO Chevrolet, two tone blue, new FENCE sales at Sears
tires, new carpet, nioe con- now Call Sears 753-2310
dition 753-6773 after 5pm. for free estimate for your
1989 CHEVROLET Silver- needs
ado, 34,000 miles, 350 fuel FOR bushhogging, leveling
injected, frame mounted dirt or gravel and seeding
hitch with electric brakes, yards, 6all 753-3413
matching cab high topper
753-6176 after 6pm or can GENERAL Repair plumbbe seen at 1107 S 16th ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
1992 FORD Explorer XLT,
4-door, 5-speed, 4x4. Has GERALD WALTERS
everything 2xxx miles. Rgofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates 18
$19,000, 753-6466.
years experience. Local references. 489-2267.
520
Rode
GUTTERING By Sears
a Motors
Sears residential and com1991 SWEETWATER Pon- mercial continuous gutters
toon, 20', 40hp, fish finder, installed for your specificatrolling motor, arnrtm radio tions Call Sears 753-2310
Cost $10,300; first $7,000 for free estimate
759-1922. 1-9240518
HADAWAY Construction
2 HUMMINGBIRD depth
finders, 5-speed, Johnson
trolling motor w/battery,
360 Ford motor 753-7209.
530
Services
Offered

HOME Improvement Specialist. Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280.
KB ASSOCIATES Gen
eral construction, remodel
mg garages, decks, patios
interior trim 753-0834

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816, 753-0495

KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgram for
mica, all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

$111.900

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

WILL clean gutters,
$15-$25 Call early morning or evenings, 753-8908

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly, men or
women. Or women
can come stay

with me at my
home.

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048
Please leave
message if not at
home. Will return
all phone calls.

LEAVES removed or
mulched Reasonable
rates Call Professional
Lawn Care 328-8876
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

Birdsong Resort & Marina
Hwy. 191, Birdsong Road, Camden, TN
November 7, 1992 at 10:00 a.m.
For A Brochure/Map Call:(901)584-7880
Sale by Maverick Land & Auction Lic. #323
Term": Cash, Certified Check or Bank Letter of
Credit. All announcements made day of sale take
preference over printed material.

o4511100-10)-41arogo°,40010
By Way of the Grapevine

•

Father Christmas, new afghans, new shipment of
pewter & stoneware. Large selection of herb Christmas trees & wreaths, tapestry placemats & table
runners. Christmas lamps & shades and ornaments
Stop by for "(hristmas at the Cabin"
Mon., Nov. 18th 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Reg. Hours Wed.-8.t. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 2-5 p.m.
3
ISIP91
WWIrj
-114r
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6
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CLASSIFIEDS
Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad. regularly
priced at $9.60, for

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203
MOBILE home set-ups
Free estimates 759 2570
8am 5pm

Don't Miss This Long-Awaited Event
251Jsed Boats - 15 Used Motors -5 Pontoon
Boats - New Parts - Used Parts - Pontoon
Trailer -Bass Boats -Jon Boats - Boat Seats
-Gas Tanks - Life Jackets _Batteries - Metal
Shelving - Fire Extinguishers - 420 Riding
John Deere Tractor - Quick Silver Oil Control Boxes - Coke Machines - Office
Furniture - Knives - Guns - Shotgun Shells Wildlife Art Prints - Hundreds of Accessories - Small Utility Trailer - Boat Covers.
Many, many more items too numerous to
mention.

ChrieIntas
AI The
Cabin

Home remodeling, paint
mg, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052

A 1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping tree
trimming tree removalleght
hauling Free estimates
Tan Lamb, 4362528

CLASSIC FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Three bedroom, 2 bath home with formal living and
dining rooms, plum den. City water and gas, Pella
windows, new carpet, vinyl, central heat and sir, and
septac system. 114•ny other recent improvements Priced

711 Main St.

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.

PAINT Jobs, $250 &SS
Auto Body Shop
759-1553

BULLDOZING backhoe,
sepbc system Call Horace
1987 BNAV 325i, excellent Sholar, 354-8161 after
condition, one owner, 4pm
60xxx miles, $11,500. CARPET and vinyl installa759-1456.
tion and repairs Glen Beb
1988 OLDS Cutlass Ciera, ber, 759-1247
loaded $5300 435-4480. CARPORTS for car and
1989 HYUNDAI Excel, trucks. Special sizes for
4-door, auto, a/c, good con- motor homes, boats, RV's SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
dition, 64,000 miles, $2900 and etc. Excellent protec- Removal. Insured with full
tion, high quality, excellent line of equipment. Free es489-2156.
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664. timates. Day or night,
1991 RED Cavalier RS,
753-5484,
34xxx miles, excellent con- CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and re- T C Dinh Repair and Maindition, 753-4286
pairs. Torch down rubber tenance Electrical - CleanCAR Stereo Installation roofing. 753-5812
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
763-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Al- CHIM Chlm Chimney 753-0606 after 5pm.
pine Car Audio Specialist, Sweeps has 10% senior
Dixieland Center, 1 block citizen discounts We sell THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, vanety
chimney caps and screens
from MSU dorms,
of colors. Licensed, in435-4191
NIC E'20 year old Mercedes
sured, Estimate available
COLSON'S Home Repair
Benz, $3500 obo
759-4690.
Remodeling, carpentry,
354-8712
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
painting and plumbing
Service Center, cleaning436-2575 after 5pm.
195
servicing $15; most repairs
COMPUTER sales and on- $35. New location: Route 1,
Vans
site service Hawkins Re- Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
NICE 1981 Conversion search, Route 1, Farming- Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
Van, good tires, 66xxx ton, KY 1-800-382-3277
WALTS Mobile Home Remites. 435-4144.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
pair. Soundproofing, rubHomes, trailers, offices
ber coating for roots, park500
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
ing lot sealing, Nat roofs
Used
436-5560
repaired. 502-436-2776.

aim
ririfbe
I+ 6.

at

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102
ask for Paul

Free
poluma

Services
Offered

Only $5 A Week!

Ii

(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop

by our office today or

call 753-1916

oop

Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 4, the 309th day of 1992. There are 57
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Nov. 4, 1942, during World War II, Axis forces
retreated from El Alamein in North Africa in a major victory for British forces commanded by Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery.
On this date:
In 1842, Abraham Lincoln married Mary Todd in Springfield, Ill.
In 1884, Democrat Grover Cleveland was elected to his first term as
president, defeating Republican James G. Blaine.
In 1922, the entrance to King Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered
iri Egypt.
In 1924, Nellie T. Ross of Wyoming was elected the nation's first
woman governor so she could serve out the remaining term of her late
husband, William B. Ross.
In 1979, the Iranian hostage crisis began as militants stormed the
United States Embassy in Tehran.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan won the White House as he defeated President Carter by a strong margin.
In 1983, President Reagan paid homage to U.S. servicemen killed
and wounded in Lebanon and Grenada as he attended a ceremony at
the Camp Lejeune Marine base in North Carolina.
Ten years ago: Volume on the New York Stock Exchange hit a
then-record 149.35 million shares. The Dow Jones Industrial Average,
which had surged a record 43.41 points to a new peak of 1,065.49 the
day before, fell 15.27 to close at 1,050.22.
Five years ago: Six-year-old Elizabeth (Lisa) Steinberg was pronounced dead at a New York City hospital in a child-abuse case that
sparked national outrage. Her illegal adoptive father, Joel Steinberg,
was later sentenced to eight and one-third to 25 years in prison for
manslaughter in the child's death.
One year ago: Ronald Reagan opened his presidential library in
Simi Valley, Calif., with a dedication ceremony attended by President
Bush and former presidents Carter, Ford and Nixon — the first-ever
°gathering of five U.S. chief executives.
Today's Birthdays: Former CBS news anchorman Walter Cronkite
is 76. Actor Art Carney is 74. Actor Cameron Mitchell is 74. Actore
Martin Balsam is 73. Actress Doris Roberts is 62. Actress Kate Reid
is 62. Actress Markie Post is 42. Actor Ralph Macchio is 30.
Thought for Today: "No one is so eager to gain new experience as
• he who doesn't know how to make use of the old ones." — Marie
Ebner von Eschenbach, Austrian writer (1830-1916).

Ten years ago
Dr. Stan Hendrickson, Charles
Wynn, Betty Thompson and Dr.
James Byrn were elected as new
officers of Friends of Calloway
County Public Library.
A feature story about Peggy Jo
Edwards is published. She is the
foster daughter of Mrs. Burtis
Edwards of Murray. The story
was by Jo Burkeen, staff writer.
Mary Elizabeth Moore, Betty
Beaman, Carla Rexroat and Betty Thompson of Murray
Woman's Club won first place
awards for their entries in Needlework and Craft Contest of First
District of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Club. The meeting
was at Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Dr. Ray Mofield of Murray
State University has been eiected
as an officer of Southern Illinois
University National Alumni
Association at Carbondale, Ill.

officers of Acteens of Salem
Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Army Capt. William Hampton,
son of the Rev. and Mrs. M.M.
Hampton, is serving at Fort Eustis, Va.
St. Leo's Catholic Church has
taken bids for construction of a
new church and priest's residence
on North 12th Street, Murray. Pat
Gingles is the architect for the
building.
New officers of Jessie Houston
Service Club of Supreme Forest
Woodmen Circle are B Wall
Melugin, Lila Valentine, Celia
Crawford, Mary Louise Baker,
Sallie Lawrence and Goldia Curd.
Sharon Chambers and Sgt. Larry E. Dubois were married Sept.
15 at Fort Campbell.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boyh to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson.

Twenty years ago
Construction on the new Murray State University football stadium is expected to be resumed
full-scale by the middle of this
month, according to a spokesman
for the new contractor for the
construction.
Verona Grogan, director of
Murray Senior Citizens, spoke at
a meeting of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa held at the home
of Joanna Sykes.
Mrs. Olga Freeman reviewed
the book, Fire in the Hill by Lee
Fisher at a meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny
were married for 25 years on
Nov. 6.
Denise Howard, Kathy Calhoun, Tammy Miller, Cindy Lassiter, Alesia Walker, Donna
Adams and Dana Miller are new

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, you told a distraught woman
that there is no way a girl's virginity can be restored. Maybe not, but
the enclosed news item may be considered a good alternative. I use
this news item in my political philosophy class when we discuss
"Plato's Noble Lie" — and whether
it's really a good idea to always tell
the truth.
PROFESSOR DAVID LINDSAY,
CENTRAL MISSOURI
STATE UNIVERSITY
DEAR READERS: The "news

a "maku-saiser (hymen
rebirth).
The doctor said he performed his first "maku-saisei"
in 1945 when a hysterical
woman appeared in his hospital
after having been raped (she
said) by an American sailor.
"She was desperate," the doctor
said. "Her whole world collapsed, since she would no
longer be able to marry the fine
Japanese man to whom she was
betrothed."
The good doctor added,"This
operation served a noble pur-

item" is from The Kansas City
Star, Sept. 19, 1974, and the
dateline is Tokyo, Japan. Here
it is, in part:
An anxious mother sits in Dr.
Fumio Umezawa's office, tearfully relating her tale of woe:
Her daughter, about to be married, is not the virgin her fiance
thinks she is.
The doctor, a plastic surgeon,
tells Mama not to worry; for
$175 he can take care of the
problem with a surgical procedure that takes only five minutes. In Japanese,it is known as

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Forty years ago
Mrs. W.F. McMurray, social
worker from Paducah, will speak
at World Community Day program by United Council of Church
Women on Nov. 7 at First Christian Church, Murray. Mrs. E.A.
Tucker is program chairman.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Linn,
Oct. 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Ridings, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Gage and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James McClain,
Oct. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
George Futrell, Oct. 28.
Elected as officers of Woman's
Association of College Presbyterian Church were Mrs. Tom Venable, Mrs. C.B. Crawford and
Mrs. F.D. Mellen.
Gene Cathey is basketball
coach at New Concord High
School this year.

Dear Abby
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RATS. THE
INDIVIDUAL
SPIRIT
SURVIVED.

(WE'RE A
HEARTY
BUNCH,
MR.PINKLEY.

"Well, if I'm lucky, I should be able to get off
this thing in about six more weeks."

pose — removing guilt feelings,
and the necessity to lie, which is
dishonorable. And besides, a
girl should not have to feel that
she has ruined her entire life if
she has one (or two) weak
moments."(Who's counting?)
The doctor stated that he
refuses to perform this operation on a "geisha" who requests
it only for commercial purposes.
DEAR ABBY: This concerns
questioning the propriety of a telephone invitation to a wedding that
came just two weeks before the
wedding: I am sure many will join
me in disagreeing with you.
This is the very understandable
system of the "A" list and the "B"
list, not because of social order, but
because of cost and family limitations. For example, when my son
was married, his bride "allotted"
him 27 guests. When some regrets
earne in, I immediately issued invitations by telephone, and most were
accepted graciously.
Anyone who has dealt with invitations knows how excruciating it is
to cut the list. I don't know anyone
who would stand on ceremony and
refuse an invitation because it came
later than some others.
This past year, we received an
invitation by phone from a dear
friend who earlier had apologized
for not including us in her limited
number for her son's wedding. It
was 10 days before the _wedding.
and we were delighted to accept: My
husband, in fact, joked that a 10day notice meant they probably had
a "Z" list and we were on that, but
who cares? Those invited early or
late get to go and have a good time,
and the host or hostess can fill all
the seats.
ADELINE IN HOMEWOOD,ILL.
DEAR ADELINE (I nearly
said "Sweet" Adeline, but I'm
sure you've had your fill of
that): I admire your generous
attitude; it has probably saved
you many an ulcer. However, I
still think it's very insensitive to
make guests feel that they are
on any list other than the "A"
list. And when an invitation to a
formal affair is issued by telephone less than two weeks
before the "big day," the recipient cannot miss the implication.
*

Crosswords
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Young
sheep
5 Festive
9 Temporary
bed
12 S-shaped
molding
13 Falsehoods
14 Fuss
15 Language
17 Stamp of
approval
18 Encountered
19 Insect
21 Cubic meter
23 Exerted to
the utmost
27 Negative
prefix
28 Vital organ
29 Auricle
31 Devoured
34 Running
35 Stitch
37 Wager
39 Alternative

GARFIELD
YOU'RE
COLLECTING'
DOSI'

1

2

3

24

8

9

21

27

46

36

51

55
62

33

45
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49

U
53

52

32

39

38

U
44

43
U
48

47

31

30
U
37

12

41

11

22 1

26

25

35

10

58

56
63

57UU
64
67

65

esUUU

59

feeder
Carry
Joins
Golfer's need
Agave plant
Footwear
Temporary
shelter
25 Sun god
26 Bespatter
30 Move back
32 Pedal digits
33 God of love
36 Intellect
38 Natural
abilities
41 Excuses
43 Edge
45 Myself
47 "— Thee I
Sing'
49 Ranted
50 Was aware of
51 East Indian
palm tree
52 Kind of
cheese
56 Individual
58 Small child
59 Falsehood
60 Nightmare
Street
63 Tellurium
symbol
11
16
20
22
23
24

17
20

U

61

5 Pick out
6 Three-toed
sloth
7 The Lion
8 Inquires
9 Picturetaking device
10 Baltic Sea

2-9

40

51

1992 United Feature Syndicate

14

16

31

50

11-4

13

28

15 FOR'ALWAYS"

MOU0 000MU 130
U000E10 PUI100
U0000 0M 000

7

6

5

19

EVERY NOW AND MEN,ONCE
IN A UNILE YOU DRIVE
ME CRAZY !

UM 00MUMMU
0 U MEMO 000

1 "Salem s -2 Time gone by
3 Males
4 Mendicants

1

15

PONT SAY,'ALWAYS"
N0TPIN6 IN T)415 LIFE

MM0 IQ =MO
00EMOM 000000
00 0011150 0POU
mu poop 03
0M013000 MO
UM0 00110 U
0
000 000 00
MO POPM 0=0

DOWN

12

23

Answer to Previous Puzzle

word
40 Greek letter
42 Title of
respect
44 Stone cut in
relief
46 Behold!
48 Unwearied
50 Fork's
companion
53 — to order
54 Penpoint
55 Fulfill
57 "— Ben"
61 Slender
finial
62 Poker stake
64 Slave
65 Existed
66 Reward
67 Stalk

60

UUU
UUU

*

*

Want your phone to ring? Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular" — for
people of all ages. To order, send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby.
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, 111. 61064. I Postage is included.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After one week
in the hospital, four months of out-patient visits and three CT scans, I was
told I had an inflamed pancreas with
a mass at the head of it. After agreeing to one more CT scan and having
already paid $13,000, I have been told
by my physician that everything is
fine, the mass isn't there .anymore.
What do you think of the situation"
DEAR READER. It's hard to know
what to think. The Case of the Disappearing Mass may raise more questions than answers. On the surface, it
looks as though someone fouled up
your diagnosis — at considerable expense. I might add. And many people
would be unjustifiably tempted to
have at the medical establishment for
being over-priced and inept. N.
However, in my experience, pancreatic problems can be exceedingly
difficult to sort out. For example, an
inflamed pancreas can cause abdominal pain that resembles many conditions, including ulcer, because the organ lies close to the stomach and
intestine. Furthermore, pancreatitis
usually leads to swelling of the organ
that can look like cancer on a CT scan.
Once the inflammation has healed,
the swelling regresses and — eureka'
— no more mass. This is what probably happened in your case.
The doctors were understandably
concerned because cancer of the pancreas is difficult to diagnose without
an operation and such a tumor is devilishly difficult to treat I think you
are fortunate that the "msdisappeared.
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Packed As
Mixed Chops

89

$1.68
Lb. 98'
Lb. $2.89

Fresh

Lb.

Store Ground

Turkey
Reg. or Smoked Field

Nibblers

BANANAS

BONELESS
HAM

Lb.

Fryer Breast

Bolden Ripe

Fully Cooked
Field Kentuckian

1/4 PORK
LOIN

Value Pack

11.1CeS
1
1
1
1

Coconuts

Lb.
St. cleu Economy 12 oz.
Pimento Spread

Bonus Pk. 3/S7.80

Ocean Spray Fresh

Cranberries
Kiwi Fruit

99'

89'
12 oz. Bag $1.89
4/$1.00
Ea.

Field
''kebier

8

IBOLOGNA

Keebler 6.25 Oz.

RIPPLIN

FREE
Field (Bonus Pack 3/53.75)

Dinner Franks

Lb.
Field Fresh (Bonus Pack 3/55.37)
Lb.
Ham Sausage
)
3/S3.10
Field (Bonus Pack
Lb.
Bacon

Farm Fresh ill ox.

Buy One
Get One

COLE
SLAW
One
Buy
Get One

$1.39
$1.99
$1.89
1.11111111

TW

Fresh Crisp Lb. Bag

S
CARROT
One
Buy
Get One

r

dungr

•

I IAN11.11
••en6

oplcana /2 GaL

Kraft 32 oz. Grape

Banquet 14 oz.

orGet JAM
Y
JELL
One
Buy One -

S
PIE
AM
CRE
Bey One - Oat One

t.

ORANGE JUICE

Hungry lack 5 CL Can

Lipton Family Size 24 Ct.

BISCUITS

TEA BAGS

c
89
2/
FREE FREE FREE
Kellogg s 11 oz. Box
Assorted Flavors

Why Pay More
42 oz. Can

$149

Shortening

Pop Tarts
C4221.
CRISP CRUSI
Party
coati MIA

'

2—$
.
!
MWEA)

1- ;-Ir-4

C

-Sunflower 5 Lb. Bag

MEAL

Pa'/s 4S

CITS
US
Otuir
PRP

9-10 Oz.

99'
EFTECTIVE DATES
Nov. 4-10

2• 11t

99c

c
99

Field Master 20 Lb. Bag

Nabisco IN Ox. Box

DOG FOOD

RITZ CRACKERS

$299

HOMETOWN Pit

10th S Chestnut St.

99
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

